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ESSAYS ON EMPIRICAL INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION

Abstract
by Jiehong Qiu, Ph.D.
Washington State University
May 2018

Chair: Jia Yan
The first chapter studies how signaling mechanisms can be employed by e-commerce
markets to fix the drawbacks of reputation systems. I examine the treatment effects of signaling
programs under three scenarios: different signaling costs, different product values and different
reputation ratings. The theoretical and empirical findings of the paper indicate the following
requirements for an efficient signaling mechanism which can facilitate transactions of new
sellers in an e-commerce market: 1. the reputation system of the market can generate reliable
customer reviews; 2. the product value is high; 3. the signaling cost is high, especially for lowreputation sellers; and 4. the signaling cost and the status of taking signaling actions are factored
in ranking the display order of sellers.
The second chapter investigates the effects of transportation infrastructure investment on
small peripheral regions when connected to large metropolitan areas. Guided by the theoretical
predictions, using large-scale highway network construction in China spanning more than two
v

decades from 1990 to 2012 as a natural experiment, I conduct the difference-in-differences (DID)
comparison on the match pairs to infer the causal effects of highway investment on wage and
employment growth of a city. I find that small prefecture-level cities that had new highway
connections in a year experienced a faster wage growth within two years after the connections.
The effect of highway connection on employment growth is in general negative but the effect is
not always statistically significant.
The last chapter estimates the consumer surplus that Uber brings. I first use NHTS data to
identify consumer’s preference in 2008. I then utilize the estimated parameters to revealing
passengers’ demand on mode alternatives in 2017. Complete choice set are constructed by
combining Uber data and Google map data of 2017. I calculate the consumer surplus by
differencing the consumer surplus in the circumstance where Uber is available with the consumer
surplus generated under the scenario that Uber is unavailable. I find that Uber bring at least $0.76
gains for each commuter in a trip. The overall consumer surplus that generated by Uber in San
Francisco is around $100 million per year.
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CHAPTER ONE
COSTLY SIGNALING IN E-COMMERCE MARKETS:
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM A QUASI-EXPERIMENT ON
TAOBAO.COM
1.1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we use data from Taobao.com (Taobao), the largest e-commerce platform in
China,1 to study the effectiveness of signaling mechanisms in mitigating information asymmetries
in e-commerce markets (e-markets). We restrict the analysis to Taobao’s consumer-to-consumer
(C2C) markets, the equivalent of Amazon.com’s marketplace that enables third-party sellers to sell
new and used products at fixed prices. The data contain all transactions of two types of new
products with very different values – Nokia 5230XM cell phone (Nokia) and new Kingston Micro
SD card (Kingston) within the half year between July 1 st and December 31 st of 2010, during which
the sellers experiment with various signaling actions on the e-market.
In a C2C market, information asymmetry has been a severe issue because buyers and sellers
usually trade anonymously and buyers cannot see and feel a product before purchasing. To mitigate
information asymmetries, E-markets including that of Taobao usually adopt a reputation system in
which ratings of trustworthiness are assigned to a seller on the basis of buyers ’ reviews of their
previous transactions. The major drawback of the reputation system, however, is that new sellers
with few previous sales are unlikely to close a deal. In our data there are only about 6% of the
bottom half sellers in terms of reputation ratings achieved positive sales in the half year. Fan, Ju

1

As of December 2014, more than seven million merchants sell more than 800 million products at Taobao.
Taobao’s total gross merchandise volume (GMV) in the first quarter of 2015 amounted to 381 billion Yuan
(US$ 62 billion), which was almost three times as much as Amazon’s worldwide revenue in the same period.
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and Xiao (2016) document that new sellers at Taobao, in hopes of improving their reput ation in
the long run, tend to lower prices to boost transaction volumes; but doing so decreases their
survival likelihood. Reputation systems actually undermine competition in e-markets.
Both economic theories and empirical findings suggest that it is possible to use costly
signaling such as money-burning advertising, quality claims, third-party certifications, warrantees
and charity to fix the drawback of the reputation system in an e-market.

2

In 2010, Taobao

experimented with various signaling programs including charity in its C2C markets. A seller in a
product market has the option to pay certain costs to participate in these programs, and both the
participation status and participation costs of the programs are displayed on the seller ’s website.
Data from Taobao allows us to examine the following three questions not yet addressed by the
literature: i) what signaling actions can be effective quality signals in a product market; ii) which
product markets benefit more from signaling in mitigating information asymmetries; and iii) what
is the interaction between signaling and reputation in a product market.
The first question is important because the classical signaling theory demonstrates the
essential role of participation costs in signaling quality. Sellers’ participation cost is therefore an
important factor to consider when designing signaling programs in an e-market. In this paper, we
examine how signaling equilibrium outcomes in a product market vary across programs with
different participation costs. The second question is important because sellers in an e-market
normally sell a large number of products with different values and of various categories. The
seminal paper by Stigler (1961) points out that consumers put more effort into searching

2

Theoretical papers include Nelson (1974), Klein and Leffler (1981), Kihlstrom and Riordan (1984),
Milgrom and Roberts (1986) and Bagwell and Riordan (1991). Empirical studies by Thomas et al. (1998),
Horstmann and MacDonald (2003), Jin and Kato (2006), Boulding and Kirmani (1993), Roberts (2010),
Choi and Ishii (2010), Elfenbein et al. (2012) and Bate et al. (2013) have examined the role of advertising,
quality claims, third-party certifications, warrantees and charity in siganling product quality.
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information when the benefits of doing so are bigger. One implication of the search theory for the
e-market under our investigation is that buyers would make an effort to search relevant information
when they purchase expensive products. 3 Therefore, signals sent by sellers are better received by
buyers in the market of expensive products than in that of cheaper products. In this paper we also
examine how signaling equilibrium outcomes from a signaling program differ across markets with
different product values. Finally, the importance of the third question is demonstrated by the theory
in Daley and Green (2014), which explains the situation under which buyers can infer a seller’s
type through two channels – signaling and noisy public information such as reputation ratings. The
paper suggests that in equilibrium a seller resolves the trade-off between using the costly signal
and allowing the ratings to distinguish him. In this paper we examine the effect of reputation ratings
on signaling equilibrium outcomes in different product markets.
We investigate the three questions by first developing a stylized dynamic signaling model to
capture the key features of transactions in e-markets and the key elements in three strands of
literature – the classical signaling theory in industrial organization, the information search of
buyers and the theory of signaling with incomplete public information as in Daley and Green
(2014). We are thus able to draw several insights regarding our research questions from the
theoretical model. With these insights, we compile the data set containing all weekly transactions
of all sellers of the two products – Nokia and Kingston - over the half year during which the sellers
were allowed to participate in various signaling programs. The data set allows us to investigate
both the effects of signaling programs with different signaling costs on transactions of a large

3

Lewis and Marvell (2011) document that consumers in gasoline market search more as prices rise than
they do when prices fall. Such an empirical evidence confirms theoretical predictions in Cabral and Fishman
(2008), Yang and Ye (2008) and Tappata (2009) on asymmetric responses to price adjustments in
consumers’ search behavior.

3

number of sellers who sell a homogeneous product, and the effect of one signaling program on
transactions of a large number of sellers who sell products of different values.
We design a difference-in-differences (DID) matching approach with regression adjustments
to identify the treatment effects of signaling programs on transactions under three scenarios:
different signaling costs, different product values, and different reputation ratings. The novelties
of our empirical approach are the following. First, the DID comparison between a treated and a
controlled seller of a signaling program is on the same time window in our matching approach. A
traditional regression implementation of the DID identification would compare treated and
controlled sellers across time because treated sellers participate in a signaling program at different
times during the sampling period. Second, we exploit the variation in sellers’ time of participation
in a signaling program to address the self-selection in participation in the matching step; sellers
who have similar observed characteristics and participate in a signaling program before the
sampling period are used as the control group of treated sellers who participate in the signaling
program during the sampling period. A traditional DID matching approach would compare
treated sellers of a signaling program with sellers who never participate in the program, but doing
so fails to control for unobserved factors that affect both the participation decision and outcome of
comparison. Finally, we design a regression adjustment approach to remove the impacts of various
factors on outcome dynamics in the time window of the DID comparison. A traditional DID
matching approach would assume that the matched treated and controlled sellers have the same
outcome dynamics during the time window of comparison given that the sellers have similar
observed characteristics at treatment time; this assumption, however, ignores the possibility that
the observed characteristics of a matched pair can follow different dynamics which affect the
outcome dynamics.

4

Consistent with the insights drawn from the dynamic signaling theory, signaling actions with
zero or little cost cannot signal product quality efficiently in our findings. A costly signaling
program has significantly positive effects on participants’ sales and revenue and such effects are
more notable in the market of expensive products (Nokia) than in that of cheap products (Kingston).
Moreover, the higher the participation cost, the stronger the positive impact of signaling is on sales
and revenue of participants.

We also find interesting interactive effects of signaling and

reputation ratings on sellers’ sales and revenue. The interactive effects, however, cannot be clearly
explained by standard signaling theories. First, we find that the positive effects on sales and
revenue of a costly signaling program are much larger for high-reputation participants than for
low-reputation ones. It is therefore unlikely for low-reputation sellers to rely on costly signaling
programs to facilitate transactions. We argue that such small impact can be attributed to business
practices adopted by e-markets. Most e-markets use algorithms to rank the display order of sellers,
and reputation ratings are of a heavy weight in those algorithms. Consistent with the cited
information search theory, buyers pay little attention to sellers that are not displayed in the first
several pages. Therefore, signals sent by low-reputation sellers will be poorly received by buyers.
Second, we find that taking signaling actions with zero cost (“cheap talk”) not only is useless for
low-reputation sellers but also generates negative impact on high-reputation sellers’ transaction
outcomes. Buyers would render a seller’s high reputation rating implausible if the seller engages
in “cheap talk”.
The findings of the paper have important implications for designing efficie nt signaling
mechanisms in e-markets. First, signaling mechanisms will never replace the reputation system in
terms of mitigating information asymmetries. In fact, both our theoretical model and empirical
findings indicate that an efficient signaling program is built on a potent reputation system which

5

encourages credible customer reviews on transactions. Second, signaling programs are likely to be
ineffective in the market of cheap products. Finally, a signaling program that can fix the drawback
of a reputation system and facilitate transactions for low-reputation sellers could be priced
discriminately – charging low-reputation sellers a high participation fee and high-reputation sellers
a low participation fee. Algorithms widely used to rank the display order of sellers in e-markets
should be improved to incorporate the participation status of signaling programs and reflect
differences in participation costs, and thus assign a higher score to participants paying a higher
cost.
This paper contributes to the broad literature of signaling in industrial organization through
the following practices: testing empirically the predictions of the signaling theory regarding the
importance of signaling costs, offering new insights and evidence on the connections between the
theory of signaling and the theory of consumers’ information search, and examining the role of
signaling when other channels of information asymmetry mitigation are available. This paper
contributes also to the emerging studies on mechanism design in e-markets. This stream of
literature has empirically investigated the role of reputation (Houser and Wooders 2006; Cabral
and Hortacsu 2010; Ye et al. 2013; Jullien and Park 2014; Hui et al. 2016; Elfenbein et al. 2016;
and Fan et al. 2016), charity (Elfenbein et al. 2012) and information disclosure (Lewis 2011) in
mitigating information asymmetries in e-markets. Finally, the empirical approach developed in
this paper can be applied to identify treatment effects under the DID framework in various fields.

1.2. A DYNAMIC SIGNALING MODEL
In this section we present a dynamic signaling game in an e-market and use the model to show
how signaling equilibrium outcomes are affected by signaling costs, product value and reputation

6

ratings.
Model set-up
Formally we consider a competitive electronic market where a large number of sellers sell
a durable good to a large number of buyers in multiple periods. Time is discrete and indexed by

t  0,1,. At the beginning of the initial period ( t  0 ), a seller is endowed with a reputation
rating r , which is public information, and a batch (with size K ) of the good to sell. The seller
has a probability t  to sell one unit of the good to a buyer in a period. The quality of the good,
which is privately known to the seller, is either good ( G ) or bad ( B ). The value of a goodquality good to a buyer is v , and without loss of generality, the value of a bad-quality good is
normalized to zero. In the rest of the paper we use the type of the good and the type of the seller
interchangeably and use   G, B to denote the type.
The existence of a signaling mechanism implies that the seller can choose to pay a cost 
to join a program at t  0 ; both the cost and the seller’s status of participating the program are
publicly known. Let   S, NS  denote the seller’s signaling action – signaling S  vs. not
signaling NS , a  -type seller’s strategy is to assign a probability, which is denoted by w , to
signal. Observing both r and  , a buyer forms her initial belief about the seller’s type

0   r ,    Pr   G r ,   . The formation of the initial belief follows the Bayes updating
process. Without any information, a buyer has the prior belief Pr  G  

1
; observing the
2

seller’s reputation rating, the buyer updates her prior belief according to the Bayes rule

 r  

1
,
1  R r 

(1)

where Rr   f L r  f H r  , with f r  denoting the probability density of the reputation rating
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of a  -type seller. If the reputation system is effective such that the reputation rating is informative,
we have Rr   1 . Observing further the signaling action of the seller, the buyer updates her belief
again according to the Bayes rule

0   r ,  

 r 
,
 r   1   r     

where in equilibrium    S  

Pr   S   B, r 

Pr   S   G , r 



(2)

wrB
wrG

and   NS  

1  wrB
.  0 is
1  wrG

then the market belief about the seller’s type in the initial period.
Starting from  0 , the type of the seller is revealed to the market gradually through
transactions. A transaction occurring in period t generates a customer review  t  which is either
positive P  or negative

N  . The

probability that the seller has a positive review is type

dependent. Let  denote the probability that a  -type seller has a good review from a
transaction, we have G   B . Market belief in period t  1 is updated by observing the
customer review from the transaction in period t . Again, the updating follows the Bayes rule:

t1 
t

where

 t  P  

t
,
t  1  t   t 

(3)

1  B
B
. Given the updating process in equation (3), the
and  t  N  
1  G
G

transition of market belief on the seller’s type is
 t

t 1 t  tP1
 N
 t 1

with probabilit y

1  t

t   .
with probabilit y t  1   
with probabilit y

(4)

The probability that the seller can sell one unit of the good to a buyer in a period is determined

8

by the buyer’s search, that is, the buyer reviews information of sellers and chooses a seller to
purchase from. We do not model buyers’ search behavior explicitly but simply presume that
buyers always search for high-quality products in the e-market. The transaction probability thus
depends positively on the credibility of the seller (  t ). Moreover, since information search is costly
to buyers, a buyer can only review a subset of sellers and will only review more sellers when the
benefit of doing so is larger. This assumption is consistent with the evidence in Dinerstein et al.
(2014). When buyers are willing to review more sellers, the seller’s probability to sell one unit of
the good depends more on his credibility. Intuitively, the more expensive the good is, the larger
benefit of information searching is. We therefore denote the probability for the seller to have a
buyer in a period as t   t , v  , which has the following properties:
 t , v  t  0 and  t , v  t   t , v t if v  v .

(5)

The transaction probability determines the number of periods that the seller needs to sell all the

K units. Let T r ,  denote the number of periods for a  -type seller to sell all the K units, it
can be defined as
T


T r ,   : sup T  1,2,... :  t  K  .
t 0



(6)

Market competitiveness implies that the transaction price of a seller in a period equals the
market expected evaluation for his product. The expected pay-off of the seller is therefore
 T r , 

E    t t  ,
 t 0


where   0,1 is a discounting factor and  t  t  t  v is the expected

profit of the seller in period t . The profit maximizing problem of a  –type seller in a recursive
form is formally





V0 r   max  0S    w   0NS  1  w     EV1 1 0 , w  ,
w

9

(7)

where  0a  0  0a  v, a  S , NS ; 0S   r , S  and 0NS   r , NS  , that is, the initial market
belief on the seller’s type when the seller signals and does not signal respectively; and





 



 



EV1 1 0 , w  w  E V1 1 0S  1  w  E V1 1 0NS ,

(8)

in which

 



  

  

  

E V1 1 0  1  0  E V1 0  0   E V1 1G  0  1    E V1 1B ,

(9)


where 1G and 1B are determined by equation (4) given that t  u0 .

In sum, the dynamic signaling game has the following features. First, the seller’s signaling
action taken in the initial period determines the initial state of the dynamics of market bel ief.
Therefore, the signaling action affects not only the expected profits of the initial period but also
those of future periods through affecting both future prices and the time to sell ( T r ,  ). Second,
good and bad quality sellers benefit differently from signaling because they have different
transitions of market belief as shown in equation (4); compared with a bad-quality seller, a goodquality seller has a higher probability to get a positive review regarding a transaction and has
therefore a higher probability to improve his credibility in the next period given a  t . Finally, the
benefits of having a larger initial market belief (  0 ) for a good-quality seller are larger when the
transaction probability ( t ) depends more on market belief.
The equilibrium of the signaling game given a reputation rating r is characterized by solving
the profit-maximizing problem in (7) for both good and bad quality sellers subject to the constraint
that the process of market belief

t Tt0r ,a 

are the two best-response functions –



is determined by equations (1) – (4). The solutions

wrG wrB  and wrB wrG  , and the intersections of the best-

*
*
. The
, wrB
response functions are the equilibria of the dynamic signaling game denoted by wrG
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equilibrium market belief of a seller with reputation rating r and taking signaling action  ,
denoted by  * r ,   , is obtained by evaluating equation (2) at the signaling equilibrium. The
signaling is effective if  r   * r , S    * r , NS   0 and is more effective when  r is larger.
When the signaling is effective, a seller can take the action to increase both the probability of
having a transaction and the price.
Theoretical insights
We use the dynamic signaling model to obtain insights regarding the empirical research questions
in this paper. Because characterizing analytically the equilibria of the dynamic signaling game is
no simple task, we use numerical simulations to draw insights. In simulations we parameterize the
transaction probability function as simple linear form:

t   0  1  t .

(10)

As shown by equation (5), the effect of product value on signaling equilibrium is investigated by
varying the parameters in the transaction probability function; the dependence of transaction
probability on  t is weaker in the market of a cheaper product. Table 1.1 presents the parameter
values used in the base-line simulation. In all simulations, we use Monte-Carlo integration to
evaluate the expectations in equation (8) and the number of random draws is chosen to be large
(1000). To save space, we present the details of simulation results in the appendix and summarize
the key insights from the simulation results in this section.
Figure 1.1 presents signaling equilibria under different signaling costs among sellers with
the same reputation rating  r   0.3 . The simulation results imply that a program could play
the role of quality signal only when the sellers incur certain cost to participate in the program. If
the cost is too high, as shown by Figure 1.1e, the participation rate of the program is zero because
no one can benefit from taking the action. If the cost is positive but too low, as shown by Figure
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1.1b, good-quality sellers cannot distinguish themselves from bad-quality ones, thus the
participation rate of the program is again zero. In the extreme case of zero signaling cost, as
shown by Figure 1.1a, the only equilibrium is the fully pooling outcome, in which good and bad
quality sellers have equal participation rates and participating in the program does not affect sales
and revenue of sellers. If a program plays the role of product quality signal, the equilibrium
outcome is either fully separating of partial pooling; at either of the equilibrium cases, joining a
signaling program leads to a higher market belief for a seller as long as the intermediate market
belief given the seller’s reputation rating is between 0 and 1, as shown by equations (1) – (2). The
increase in market belief from participating in a signaling program is larger when the equilibrium
is closer to the fully separating case. Figure 1.1c and 1d indicate that when we increase the
signaling cost of a program within a range in which the program is effective in signaling quality,
the partial-pooling equilibrium shifts toward the fully separating equilibrium. A higher market
belief leads to a larger transaction probability and a higher product price as suggested by the
dynamic signaling model.
Holding the signaling costs constant and varying the reputation rating leads to different
signaling equilibria, as shown by Figure 1.2. A good-quality seller with a higher reputation rating
relies less heavily on costly signaling in conveying information about his type. On the other hand,
a bad-quality seller with a higher reputation rating has a stronger incentive to imitate the strategy
of good-quality sellers with the same reputation rating. If a bad-quality seller with a high reputation
rating adopts a different strategy from good-quality ones with the same reputation rating, buyer
would infer that the high reputation rating of the bad-quality seller is implausible. Thus, a signaling
program is expected to better separate the two quality types among sellers with a low reputation
rating than among those with a high reputation rating.
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Figure 1.3 presents the equilibrium market beliefs from taking a signaling action for sellers
with different reputation ratings and under different signaling costs. When the signaling cost is low



 5 , a partial-pooling signaling equilibrium exists only among sellers with a low reputation

rating  r   0.1 or  r   0.3 . As a result, buyers would consider action taken by the lowreputation sellers a signal and adjust their belief about the low-reputation sellers who take the
signaling action upward. A signaling action can separate good and bad quality sellers with a higher
reputation rating when the signaling cost is higher.
The impacts of signaling on sales and revenue are also different for sellers who sell
products of different values, as demonstrated by simulation results in Figure 1.4. In this scenario
we re-parameterize the transaction probability as a constant t  0.30 , which equals the average
transaction probability in the baseline cases when t  0.5 . A costly signaling program is unlikely
to signal quality in markets of cheap products because buyers in these markets make little effort to
search relevant information. Therefore, signals sent by sellers are poorly received by buyers in
these markets. Figure 1.4 shows that a signaling program is unlikely to result in a partial pooling
equilibrium in a market of cheap products. In such a market, a costly signaling program can only
signal quality for sellers with a low reputation rating.

1.3. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
In this section, we use data from Taobao to test empirically the effects on sellers’ sales and
revenue of participating in signaling programs with different participation costs and in different
product markets under the guidance of insights drawn from the simulations.
Data and overall research design
We selected two products – Nokia 5230XM and Kingston Micro SD card, which were popular
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items traded on Taobao.com in 2010 and have very different values,a new Nokia is about US$ 160
and a new Kingston is only about US$ 6. With the help from the engineering team of Taobao,
we observe the transactions of all sellers of the two products from July 1 st to December 31 st of
2010.
In order to facilitate transactions and build trustworthiness between sellers and buyers, Taobao
offered 20 programs, which are shown in Table 1.2, for sellers to participate. The first 14 programs
are mainly for marketing promotion and the last 5 programs are for quality assurance. Program 15
– Donation is similar to the charity program discussed in Elfenbein, Fisman and Mcmanus (2012).
Participating in each program incurs cost, which can be either sellers’ cost of participating in
marketing promotion programs and donations to charities in each transaction, or up-front cost paid
by sellers to Taobao (the cost of participating in quality assurance programs). Therefore, each of
these programs can play the role of signal if the participation status of sellers varies systematically
with product quality of the sellers.
We include three programs in the empirical analysis, Donation and two quality assurance
programs – the Authentic Description and the 30-days Repair Warranty. Participation costs of
the three programs are transparent and very different. Taobao requires Nokia sellers to deposit
USD1700 and Kingston sellers USD170 to participate in the Authentic Description program which
acts as a prerequisite for joining in other quality insurance programs, including the 30 -days Repair
Warranty which requires an extra deposit of USD330.

Such deposits cannot be withdrawn until

the seller exits the business. As for Donation, a seller has the option to donate US$ 0.163, 0.02 or
0.003 in each transaction to a charitable organization. The sellers’opportunity cost of participating
in the two quality assurance programs occurs whether or not a sale is achieved; on the other hand,
the cost of participating in Donation occurs only when the seller has transactions. Therefore, the
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Authentic Description and the 30-days Repair Warranty are signaling programs charging equal
prices for individual seller while Donation is the one charging higher prices for sellers with larger
transactions; between the two chosen quality assurance programs, the 30-days Repair Warranty is
the one with a higher signaling cost.
We then compare the three costly signaling programs with “cheap talk”, a signaling action
with zero cost. We use word-capturing technique to identify whether or not a seller engages in
“cheap talk” from the seller’s product description. A seller engages in “cheap talk” when the
following keywords occurred in his product descriptions: genuine product, quality guarantee,
original product, refund 10 times value of the product if the product is a counterfeit, limited edition
and absolutely.
We assembled weekly transaction data of the sellers over the half year. For each seller in a
week, we have his number of sales and sale revenue, and other information displayed on his
website at the beginning of the week, such as prices, product descriptions, transaction histories,
participation status of the 20 programs, cumulative reputation ratings and historical customer
reviews. From registration data we also obtained sellers’ length of time (in weeks) in the business
and location. Figure 1.5 shows the interface of a Nokia’s seller who participates in the Authentic
Description program (5a) and a Nokia’s seller who participates in Donation (5b) in 2016. 4
Although sellers in our data are from 2010, the information displayed on sellers’interfaces in 2010
and 2016 is basically the same. In Figure 1.1a, the seller’s participation status and the amount of
program deposits are displayed on the right-side of the interface. In Figure 1.1b, the bottom of the
interface shows that the seller commits to donate US$ 0.003 to the healthcare charities in rural
areas for each transaction. Buyers can also find the reputation ratings of the two sellers – 4

4

Taobao no longer includes the 30-days repair warranty in the signaling programs in 2016.
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diamonds for the first and 5 hearts for the second. 5 Other important information shown on the
interfaces includes cumulative number of transactions and buyer’s comments on the transactions.
We examine the effects on sales and revenue of participating in the three signaling programs
and engaging in “cheap talk” by Nokia and Kingston sellers in different categories of reputation
ratings. Specifically, we divide sellers of one product into two categories – high reputation sellers
with a reputation rating 5 (one diamond) or above and low reputation sellers with a rating less than
5.6 Donation as a signaling mechanism in e-markets has been documented in literature. However,
one major concern about the empirical research design is that if the two quality assurance programs
– the Authentic Description and the 30-days Repair Warranty, do affect sales and sales revenue,
such effects may come from other channels instead of signaling. Lewis (2011) points out that in
an e-market, product descriptions and photos displayed on a seller’s website define an enforceable
contract between a seller and a buyer. Contract enforcement at Taobao is through Alipay – a thirdparty online payment system (like Paypal of the US) owned by Alibaba (the owner of Taobao）.
Most transactions at Taobao go through Alipay and every seller at Taobao must have an Alipay
account. Taobao reimburses a buyer directly from a seller’s Alipay account if it favors the buyer
in a seller-buyer conflict. Therefore, a seller’s decision to participate in quality assurance programs
does not improve the enforceability of the contract – information disclosed by the seller on his
website.
Identifying the effects of signaling on sales and revenue
We develop a Difference-in-Differences (DID) matching with regression adjustment approach to
identify the causal effects on sales and revenue of sellers in markets of Nokia and Kingston of

5
6

Figure A1.2 in the appendix of the paper lists reputation ratings implemented at Taobao.
About 30% of Nokia sellers and about 45% of Kingston sellers have a high reputation rating.
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participating in one of the three signaling programs – the Authentic Description, the 30-days Repair
Warranty and Donation. Because a seller’s status of engaging in “cheap talk” remains unchanged
in the sampling period, we rely on a cross-sectional regression to identify the effects on sales and
revenue of engaging in “cheap talk”.
In the DID matching with regression adjustment approach, the treatment group of a signaling
program in a market contains participants who joined in the program during the sampling period.
We separate a treatment group into two types: type I treatment group consists of treated sellers
who cannot sell a single product before treatment and type II treatment group contains those who
have positive sales before treatment. This partition is for the purpose of using pre -treatment sales
to control for unobserved factors affecting a seller’s credibility, which affects the seller’s sales and
revenue.
We match a treated seller, denoted by i , who is from a market and starts to participate in a
program of research interest in week t , to a set of controlled sellers who are from the same market
and whose status of participation in the signaling program do not change. Because a seller’s
participation decision is likely to be affected by unobserved factors which influence also the
outcome of research interests, matching a treated seller to those who have never participated in the
program (never-in sellers) leads to a self-selection bias in estimation. We address this identification
issue by matching a treated seller to always-in sellers who already are in the program before the
sampling period. The identification assumption of such matching is that the time of participating
in a program is exogenous, which is a weaker assumption than the one assuming participation is
exogenous.
An always-in seller who is matched to a treated seller satisfies the following conditions:
C1. The matched seller has the same type (type 1 and 2 defined by pre-treatment
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transactions) and reputation rating as the treated one at the treatment time.
C2. The matched seller is from the same location and have the same experience (years in
the business) as the treated seller.
C3. The matched seller has similar numbers of positive reviews from last week and
last month to the treated seller at the treatment time. 7
Intuitively, the matching process is to match the treated seller to controlled sellers who have similar
credibility captured by reputation ratings, customer reviews and pre-treatment sales at the
treatment time. A more credible seller is expected to sell more products at higher prices, as
suggested by the theoretical results. Another requirement for the validity of these matching
variables is that these variables affect the participation decision of sellers in the program. We
estimate the conditional probability Pr sit  1 z it  , where sit is a binary indicator if seller i
starts to participate in the program in week t and z it is a vector of covariates containing the
matching variables, as a probit model. The estimation results, which are shown in Table A1.1 of
the appendix, demonstrate that these matching variables affect sellers’ decisions to participate in
the signaling programs significantly.
The matched sample allows us to compute the difference-in-differences of outcome of
research interests (weekly sales or sale revenue).

Let yipre and yipost denote the average

outcome of the treated seller before and after the treatment respectively, for each controlled seller
i  i , where i denotes the set of controlled sellers matched to treated seller i , we calculate

 ii   yipost  yipre    yipost
 yipre

 .

7

(11)

On average, more than half of sellers in a week in both the two markets have zero recent positive reviews.
We categorize the number of reviews in to 0, (0, 90%-ile] and >90%-ile. The numbers of recent positive
reviews (in last week and month) of a treated seller and matched controlled sellers must be in the same
category.
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In the traditional DID matching approach,  ii gives us one observation on the net impact of the
treatment on yi and a point estimate of the average treatment effect on treated can be constructed
by averaging the observations from the matched pairs. However, such a DID matching estimator
has the concern that yit and yit may follow different dynamics in the time-window of
comparison. Although the matching process ensures that the treated seller and a controlled seller
have similar credibility captured by the matching variables at the treatment time, it cannot rule out
the possibility that the matching variables of the treated and the matched seller follow different
dynamics. Moreover, either the treated or the matched seller may change his status of participation
in other 19 programs listed in Table 1.2 in the time window of comparison and such changes affect
the outcome of DID comparison.
We use a regression adjustment approach to remove the factors (the time-varying matching
variables and participation status of other programs) causing yit and yit to have different
dynamics. Let x it denote the vector of variables affecting yit , we do the DID computation for
each of the variables in x it to obtain



 

x ii  x ipost  x ipre  x ipost
 x ipre



where



(12)

xipost and x ipre are average values of x it in pre- and post-treatment period respectively.

We then formulate the following regression equation without a constant:

 ii  xiiB  eii

(13)

The OLS residual of the regression equation – eˆii , measure then the net effect of the treatment
variable on the outcome of the treated seller when we compare the treated seller with a matched
one. Our estimator to the average treatment effects on treated is constructed as
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where  denotes the set of treated sellers.
The confidence interval of the estimator is constructed using bootstrap in which we randomly
sample with replacement the block of matched pairs of treated sellers to obtain the bootstrap
sample of DID computation and calculate  on the bootstrap sample, which has the same panel
structure as the original matched pairs (one treated seller could be matched to multiple controlled
sellers); repeating the process by many times and the empirical distribution of  over the
bootstrap samples is used to construct the confidence interval of the estimator.
Because the status of engaging in “cheap talk” is time-invariant in the sample, we use the
following cross-sectional regression equation to identify the treatment effects of “cheap talk” on
sales and revenue.
yi    CheapTalk i    CheapTalk i  Reputation i  Xi B   i

(15)

where yi is the sales or revenue of seller i ; CheapTalk i is a dummy of engaging-in “cheap talk”;
Reputation i is the seller’s reputation rating; and X i is a vector of control variables including

dummies of participating in the 20 signaling programs listed in Table 1.1, reputation rating,
experience and location dummies. Because the decision to participate in the 20 programs is likely
to be driven by sales and revenue, in regression we keep only sellers who did not change the status
of participating in the programs in the sampling period. Therefore, the participating status of sellers
in the 20 signaling programs is pre-determined in the regression.
From theory to empirics
The theoretical insights drawn from simulations allow us to make several predictions for empirical
findings and we will compare empirical results with the predictions in the next section. Prediction
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1 is made from simulation results presented in Figure 1.1.
Prediction 1:
(a) Participating in the three costly signaling programs has positive effects on both sales and
revenue of the participants.
(b) Engaging in “cheap talk” has no impacts on sales and revenue.
(c) Compared with the Authentic Description, the 30-Days Repair Warranty has larger effects
on sales and revenue of the participants.
For point (a), positive participation in a signaling program with a positive cost imply the
existence of partial or fully separating equilibria that leads to a higher market belief for the
participants; a seller would not be willing to pay the cost to participate in the program if he cannot
benefit from the program. For point (b), at the pooling equilibrium under a signaling action with
zero cost such as “cheap talk”, buyers do not update their belief according to sellers’ status of
taking the action. Point (c) comes from the fact that the participation cost of the 30 -Days Repair
Warranty is higher than that of the Authentic Description.
Prediction 2 is made from simulation results presented in Figure 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4.
Prediction 2:
(a) Participating in a costly signaling program has larger impacts on sales and revenue for lowreputation sellers than for high-reputation sellers, especially in the market of cheap product
(Kingston).
(b) A costly signaling program is more effective to signal quality in the market of expensive
products (Nokia) than in that of cheap products (Kingston).
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1.4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Herein we present main empirical findings and interpret the findings through comparing the
empirical findings to the theoretical predictions presented in previous section.
The findings
The first set of findings is about Nokia and Kingston sellers’ participation in the three
signaling programs and “cheap talk”. Table 1.3 summarizes the findings. The number of
participants in a signaling program is the sum of always-in participants who joined the program
before the sampling period and new participants who started during the sampling period. In the
two product markets, the number of sellers who engage in “cheap talk” is much larger than that in
the three signaling programs. The highest rate of participation in the Authentic Description among
the three signaling programs can be partly attributed to the fact that the Authentic Description is a
prerequisite to participate in other quality assurance programs including the 30 -days Repair
Warranty which requires extra deposits. The rate of participation of high-reputation sellers in the
three costly signaling programs in both markets is much higher than that of low-reputation sellers;
on the other hand, high-reputation and low-reputation sellers have similar rates of participation in
“cheap talk” in both markets.
We select treated sellers of signaling programs from the new participants of the program
with enough observations in both pre- and post-treatment periods. Table 1.4 presents the number
of treated sellers for the signaling programs in the two product markets. Table 1.3 indicates the
number of participants in Donation among Kingston sellers is very small; hence it is not surprise
that we do not have enough treated Kingston sellers for Donation to make meaningful statistical
analyses. In the market of Nokia, we obtain 379 treated sellers for the Authentic Description, 188
treated sellers for the 30-days Repair Warranty and 117 treated sellers for Donation. In the market
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of Kingston, we obtain respectively 378 and 318 treated sellers for the Authentic Description and
the 30-days Repair Warranty. Majority of the treated sellers of the signaling programs in both
markets are type 1 sellers, i.e., those who did not have sales in pre-treatment periods. Except for
the treated sellers of the Authentic Description, majority of treated sellers with other signaling
programs are high-reputation sellers.
Table 1.5 presents the estimated effects of the three signaling programs on participants’
sales and revenue in the market of Nokia. Overall, we identify significant treatment effects of the
signaling programs on participants’ sales and revenue and we are able to draw three observations
from the results. The first observation is that the three programs play the role of signaling product
quality only for sellers with a high reputation rating. As shown by Table 1.4, except for the
Authentic Description, very few sellers with a low reputation rating participate in other two
signaling programs during the sampling period. As a result, we are not able to estimate separately
the treatment effects on sales and revenue of low-reputation participants of the two signaling
programs – the 30-days Repair Warranty and the Donation. The very low rate of participation in
the signaling programs among low-reputation sellers clearly suggests the ineffectiveness of the
programs in signaling quality among low-reputation sellers. Estimation results in Table 1.5 indicate
also that the treatment effects of the Authentic Description on sales and revenue for low-reputation
participants are much weaker than those for high-reputation sellers with the same pre-treatment
sales. Moreover, although we cannot estimate separately the treatment effects of the signaling
programs on sales and revenue of low-reputation participants in other cases, excluding the few
low-reputation participants in these estimations normally leads to larger estimates of the treatment
effects.
The second observation drawn from estimation results in Table 1.5 is that among high-
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reputation participants in the signaling programs, those with positive sales in pre-treatment periods
(type 2 participants) obtain much greater benefits from the signaling programs than those with zero
pre-treatment sale (type 1 participants). The two observations indicate that the treatment effects on
sales and revenue of costly signaling are stronger for participants with higher credibility at the
treatment time.
The third observation drawn from the estimation results in Table 1.5 is that signaling
programs with higher participation costs have larger treatment effects on participants’ sales and
revenue. Between the two quality assurance programs, the 30-days Repair Warranty has a higher
participation cost because a participant pays additional deposit to join it and has to be in the
Authentic Description first. Therefore, the identified treatment effects of the 30 -days Repair
Warranty on participants’ sales and revenue are the add-ons to that of the Authentic Description.
Results in table 1.5 show that by joining in the 30-days Repair Warranty, high-reputation
participants of the Authentic Description achieve higher sales and revenue and such results are
statistically significant and are especially large for type 2 participants.
Signaling programs are in general unsuccessful in signaling product quality in the market
of Kingston, as shown by estimation results in Table 1.6. The two quality assurance programs,
successful in the market of Nokia, have only negligible impacts on Kingston’s sellers’ sales and
revenue; in most cases, such impacts are statistically insignificant. The Donation program is also
useless in signaling quality because few Kingston sellers participate in it. Finally, low-cost
signaling actions cannot signal product quality, as demonstrated by the regression results presented
in Table 1.7. Engaging in “cheap talk” has no significant effects on sellers’ sales and revenue in
the market of Kingston. The regression results indicate that in the market of Nokia, engaging in
“cheap talk” actually hurts sellers with a high reputation rating.
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The baseline DID matching estimation results presented in Table 1.5 and Table 1.6 are
obtained by matching a treated seller to a set of always-in sellers. As a sensitivity check, we change
the matching approach to match a treated seller to a set of never-in sellers holding other matching
criteria unchanged, and re-run the DID matching estimations. As we pointed out before, using
never-in sellers to construct the control group is subject to the endogeneity concern caused by selfselection in participating in the signaling programs. As expected, the estimation results, presented
in Table A1.2 and A1.3 of the appendix, are different from the baseline results to certain degree.
The basic conclusions drawn from the baseline estimates, however, are unchanged.
Interpretation
Our empirical findings confirm the theoretical insights summarized in Prediction 1 on the
importance of signaling cost to the effectiveness of a signaling action. All three costly signaling
programs can play the role of signaling product quality in the market of Nokia and the one with a
higher participation cost has a larger effect. In contrast, engaging in “cheap talk” is useless. The
empirical findings confirm also the theoretical insights summarized in point (b) of Prediction 2 on
the impacts of product value on the effectiveness of a signaling program. All three signaling
programs are in general unsuccessful in signaling quality in the market of Kingston.
However, there is an inconsistency between theoretical insights and empirical findings. In
our stylized theoretical model, a costly signaling action separates better the two types of sellers
(good vs. bad) among low-reputation sellers than among high-reputation ones. Therefore, as long
as the signaling cost is the same for every participant, the benefits of signaling are expected to be
higher for low-reputation participants than for high-reputation ones. The empirical results tell a
different story. In the market of Nokia, the participation rates of lo w-reputation sellers in the
Donation and the 30-days Repair Warrantee are very low although high-reputation participants can
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obtain benefits from these two programs. Participating in the Authentic Description has much
stronger impacts on sales and revenue for high-reputation participants than for low-reputation ones.
Moreover, among high-reputation participants in these signaling programs, those with positive pretreatment sales derive more benefits from the programs than ones with zero pre-treatment sales do.
Larger pre-treatment sales imply higher credibility of sellers at treatment time holding reputation
rating constant.
What are the possible causes to the ineffectiveness of costly signaling programs among
low-reputation sellers? We offer two explanations based on both the developed theory and
observations on business practices of e-marketers. In our theory, a seller’s transaction probability
and selling prices are determined by his credibility at a signaling equilibrium –  * r ,  , which is
determined by the Bayesian updating process in equations (1) and (2). A simplification of our
theoretical model is that the transaction probability of a seller is a continuous increasing function
of  * r , . However, because a large number of sellers compete for a finite number of buyers in
each period, the ranking of a seller’s credibility at the equilibrium matters the most for the seller’s
transaction probability. Sellers with a low reputation rating and without recent transactions have a
low rank in the intermediate market belief  r  . Signaling can facilitate the transactions of these
sellers only when the strength of the signal is strong such that the signaling action dominates the
prior  r  in the Bayesian updating in equation (2) to boost the ranking of the sellers’credibility
significantly. In other words, the dependence of transaction probability on the market belief for
low-reputation sellers is weaker than what the theory implies. As we have demonstrated for the
market of a cheap product, signaling is ineffective when transaction probability depends on the
market belief weakly.
When is a signal strong enough to boost the ranking of low-reputation sellers’ credibility?
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The answer is a signal with a high signaling cost as demonstrated by Figure 1.3. When signaling
cost is low   5, our theory suggests the existence of a partial-pooling signaling equilibrium
among sellers with a low reputation rating r  0.1 or 0.3 . At the equilibrium, taking the signaling
action leads to a higher market belief. However, because of the low signaling cost, buyers do not
see the action as a strong signal such that Bayesian updating in equation (2) cannot boost the
ranking of the signal senders’credibility significantly. If the increase in credibility cannot facilitate
transaction, the partial-pooling equilibrium is unlikely to exist. When signaling cost is high

  20 ,

the strong signal from taking the action dominates the prior  r  in the Bayesian

updating process and low-reputation sellers can rely on the signaling action to boost the ranking
of their credibility.
Another possible reason for the ineffectiveness of signaling programs among lo wreputation sellers is the default algorithm used by e-marketers to rank the display order of sellers.
Cumulative reputation rating and recent sales are normally assigned heavy weights in the ranking
algorithm; sellers with a high reputation rating and a large amount of recent sales tend to be ranked
at the top of the display order. The information search cost of buyers to find relevant information
of a seller is lower if the seller is displayed close to the top. As a result, signaling actions taken
by front-page sellers are more likely to be seen than those taken by sellers who are displayed in
subsequent pages. Hence, the puzzling empirical findings on the interactive effects of costly
signaling and reputation on transactions can be explained by the information search theory cited
in the paper.
Another empirical finding that cannot be explained well by the stylized theory is the negative
effects of engaging-in “cheap talk” on high reputation sellers’ sales and revenue in the market of
Nokia. “Cheap talk” is expected to have no impacts on a seller’s transactions, no matter what
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reputation rating the seller has. The empirical results suggest that when a seller with a highreputation rating engages in “cheap talk”, buyers would discount his reputation rating.

1.5. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we conduct an empirical study on how signaling works in e-markets under the
guidance of a dynamic signaling model. On one hand, empirical findings from this paper suggest
that costly signaling cannot fix the drawback of a reputation system in mitigating information
asymmetries in the case of our investigation; new sellers with a low reputation rating cannot rely
on costly signaling programs to facilitate transactions. On the other hand, findings from both
theoretical and empirical analysis make possible the design of an efficient signaling mechanism
which will fix the drawback of reputation systems.
The first implication drawn from the findings of the paper is that an efficient signaling
mechanism should be based on an efficient reputation system. As shown by the theoretical model,
an action can signal product quality only when the reputation system can generate reliable
customer reviews such that high-quality sellers are differentially advantageous in taking the action.
Second, only the market of expensive products can benefit from signaling mechanism in mitigating
information asymmetries because only in these markets sellers’ signals can be well-received by
buyers. Third, an efficient signaling mechanism must have a high enough signaling cost to separate
low and high quality sellers. Finally, a signaling mechanism that can facilitate transactions of new
sellers should price differentially by charging a higher price for sellers with a lower reputation
rating. Moreover, the algorithm of ranking display order of sellers should reflect the cost
differences by assigning a higher score to sellers who pay higher.
One important feature of the market under our examination is that the number of sellers is
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large. As a result, searching the information of a seller is costly, especially when the seller is ranked
low in display order. Findings of the paper imply that signaling can work better in a more
concentrated market where the number of sellers is smaller.
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Figure 1. 1 The effect of signaling cost on signaling equilibrium.
Blue line is the best-response curve of a bad-quality seller and red line is the best-response curve
of a good-quality seller. A partial-pooling signaling equilibrium exists when signaling cost is not
too small and too large. When a partial-pooling equilibrium exists, an increase in signaling cost
shifts the partial-pooling equilibrium to be closer to the fully-separating equilibrium.
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Figure 1. 2 The effect of reputation rating on signaling equilibrium.
Blue line and red line are the best response curves of bad-quality and good-quality sellers
respectively. For a given signaling cost, a partial-pooling signaling equilibrium is more likely to
exist among sellers with a lower reputation rating.

Moreover, the partial-pooling signaling

equilibrium is closer to the fully-separating equilibrium when the sellers’reputation rating is lower.
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Figure 1. 3 Bayesian updating from taking a signaling action at signaling equilibria among
sellers with different reputation ratings and with different signaling costs.
When signaling cost is low, Bayesian updating applies only for participants with a low reputation
rating because a partial pooling signaling equilibrium exists among these sellers. However, the
strength of the signal is low when the signaling cost is low. As a result, the Bayesian updating for
the low-reputation participants is not big enough to facilitate transactions. A signaling program is
more likely to facilitate transactions of low-reputation participants when the signaling cost is
higher.
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Figure 1. 4 The effect of product value on signaling equilibrium.
Blue line and red line are best response curves of bad and good quality sellers respectively. When
transaction probability does not depend on market belief, as in a non-expensive product market, a
partial-pooling signaling equilibrium can only exist among sellers with a very low reputation rating.
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Figure 1. 5 The Authentic Description Program
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Figure 1. 6 The Donation Program

Table 1. 1 Base-line parameter values in numerical simulations
Parameters

Explanation for the parameters

Parameter value

K

Number of units of products

100

v

Product value

1

G

Probability of good-quality seller to obtain a positive

0.65

review from a transaction
B

Probability of bad-quality seller to obtain a positive review

0.45

from a transaction



Signaling cost

10

 r 

Intermediate market belief based on reputation rating

0.3

0

Intercept of the linear transaction probability function,

0.05

which is a function of market belief

1

Slope of the linear transaction probability function

0.50



Discount rate

0.995
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Table 1. 2 Description of Programs
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Program Name
Coupon
VIP
Discount
Limited-Time Discount
Flash Sale
Final payment discount
Free shipping
Gifts
Cumulating Credit
Cash on Delivery
Credit Card
Imported Product
Purchasing Agent
Flash Delivery
Donation
Authentic Description
Refund
Quality Guaranteed
Penalty
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30-day Repair Warranty

Definition
Coupon is acceptable to pay
Deals only for VIP
Discount with bundling sales
Discount within a specific period
Promotional sales
Discount if the spent is higher than a required amount
Free shipping
Seller gives gifts to customers
Buyer accumulate credit scores from buying
Payment is made on delivery
Seller accepts credit card payment
The product is imported
The seller is a purchasing agent
Guaranteed delivery date
Part of the payment will be donated to charitable organizations
Descriptions and photos are guaranteed to match the real product
Fully refund within 7 days
Quality of the product is assured
Seller will refund the customers triple times of the value of the product if the
product is fake
30-day repair warranty

Table 1. 3 Participation of signaling actions

Total number of sellers
High reputation
Low reputation

Nokia
17876
6144
11732

Kingston
13035
6430
6605

Number of participants of authentic description
High reputation
Low reputation

6544
4854
1690

6040
4884
1156

Number of participants of free return within 30 days
High reputation
Low reputation

784
630
154

1583
1419
164

Number of participants of donation
High reputation
Low reputation

667
476
191

297
219
78

Number of participants in “cheap talk”
High reputation
Low reputation

8890
3971
4979

9278
4831
4447
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Table 1. 4 Sellers in the Treatment Group
`

Total number of the treatment
High reputation
Low reputation1

Authentic
Description
379
187
192

Nokia
Donation
117
91
26

Repair
Warranty
188
153
35

Kingston
Authentic
Repair
Description
Warranty
378
318
215
271
163
47

39

Type I: Sellers with zero sale in
pre-treatment periods
High reputation
Low reputation

319

79

113

287

173

172
147

57
22

89
24

149
138

131
42

Type II: Sellers with positive sales
in pre-treatment periods
High reputation
Low reputation

60

38

75

91

145

40
20

34
4

64
11

66
25

140
5

Note: Low reputation includes sellers whose reputation rating is at most 5. High reputation contains sellers whose reputation rating is greater than
5.

Table 1. 5 The Effects of Signaling Programs on Outcomes of Nokia Sellers
Number of Treated

Observations

Revenue

Sale

319

942

High Reputation

147

575

Low Reputation

172

367

60

333

40

304

49.431*
[3.911; 103.685]
51.919**
[11.013; 119.692]
1.68
[-0.025; 3.464]
79.141***
[27.468; 155.318]
109.961**
[44.683; 214.531]

0.268*
[0.025; 0.561]
0.345*
[0.063; 0.655]
0.009*
[0.001; 0.021]
0.522***
[0.241; 1.066]
0.784***
[0.345; 1.328]

113

110

89

90

75

106

64

97

2.395***
[1.339; 4.128]
2.663***
[1.439; 4.846]
132.243*
[4.488; 251.359]
150.414
[-0.937; 325.829]

0.014***
[0.008; 0.023]
0.017***
[0.01; 0.028]
0.911**
[0.198; 1.622]
0.962*
[0.145; 1.848]

79

74

Authentic Description
Type I: Zero Pre-treatment Sale

Type II: Positive Pre-treatment Sales
High Reputation
30-day Repair Warranty
Type I: Zero Pre-treatment Sale
40

High Reputation
Type II: Positive Pre-treatment Sales
High Reputation
Donation
Type I: Zero Pre-treatment Sale

2.964
0.01
[-8.556; 35.505]
[-0.059; 0.165]
High Reputation
57
55
7.533
0.037
[-15.64; 48.194]
[-0.023; 0.302]
Type II: Positive Pre-treatment Sales
38
48
144.071
0.877
[-44.688; 343.753]
[-0.178; 2.024]
High Reputation
34
48
137.39
0.932
[-58.17; 349.739]
[-0.376; 1.995]
Note: Type I are sellers with zero sale in pre-treatment periods. Type II are sellers with positive sale in pre-treatment periods. Low reputation includes
sellers whose reputation rating is at most 5. High reputation contains sellers whose reputation rating is greater than 5. We obtain the results by 200
bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th percentile and 90 th percentile in parentheses. ***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level,

respectively. Sales are measured in units of product. Revenue is measured in US Dollar.
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Table 1. 6 The Effects of Signaling Programs on Outcomes of Kingston Sellers
Number of Treated

Observations

Revenue

Sale

287

1407

High Reputation

149

1106

Low Reputation

138

301

91

654

66

632

0.257**
[0.099; 0.425]
0.329***
[0.139; 0.691]
-0.048
[-0.172; 0.121]
-0.011
[-1.105; 0.883]
0.277
[-0.689; 1.174]

0.046***
[0.018; 0.088]
0.071***
[0.021; 0.134]
-0.006
[-0.042; 0.033]
0.011
[-0.182; 0.203]
0.097
[-0.105; 0.292]

173

307

Authentic Description
Type I: Zero Pre-treatment Sale

Type II: Positive Pre-treatment Sales
High Reputation
30-day Repair Warranty
Type I: Zero Pre-treatment Sale
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0.068
0.011
[-0.033; 0.202]
[-0.006; 0.039]
High Reputation
131
270
0.103
0.015
[-0.024; 0.24]
[-0.006; 0.045]
Type II: Positive Pre-treatment Sales
145
561
0.286
0.065
[-0.617; 1.151]
[-0.099; 0.281]
High Reputation
140
558
0.172
0.059
[-0.655; 1.067]
[-0.123; 0.237]
Note: Type I are sellers with zero sale in pre-treatment periods. Type II are sellers with positive sale in pre-treatment periods. Low reputation includes
sellers whose reputation rating is at most 5. High reputation contains sellers whose reputation rating is greater than 5.
We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses. ***, **, * denotes
1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively. Sales are measured in units of product. Revenue is measured in US Dollar. The average exchange rate in
second half 2010 for US Dollar to Chinese Yuan is 6.7178. Data source is International Monetary Fund.

Table 1. 7 The Effects of Cheap Talk on Outcomes of Nokia Sellers
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Nokia
Kingston
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Variables
REVENUE
SALE
REVENUE
SALE
Cheap talk
5.876
0.036
0.269
0.042
(4.102)
(0.024)
(0.182)
(0.045)
Seller’s Reputation Rating (From 1 to 12)
3.742***
0.022***
0.100***
0.017**
(0.711)
(0.004)
(0.027)
(0.007)
Age of seller’s Shop (Month)
0.007
0.000
-0.007**
-0.002**
(0.082)
(0.000)
(0.003)
(0.001)
Cheap talk * Reputation Rating (From 1 to 12)
-3.029***
-0.018***
-0.048
-0.009
(0.845)
(0.005)
(0.032)
(0.008)
Seller’s Location
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Seller’s Participating Status on 20 programs
Constant
-5.092*
-0.031*
0.039
0.022
(2.789)
(0.017)
(0.137)
(0.034)
Observation
10,407
10,407
7,533
7,533
Note: We define these key words as Cheap Talk: “imported product”, “genuine product”, “original product” and they are time-invariant. For Observations
of Nokia and Kingston contain the three key words account for 49.2% and 69.5% of the sample, respectively. We average all variables across individual
sellers to transform our sample into cross-section data. Reputation rating ranges from 1 to 12. Age of seller’s shop starts from 1 to 87 months.
Standard errors in parentheses. ***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively. Sales are measured in units of product. Revenue
is measured in USD. The average exchange rate in second half 2010 for US Dollar to Chinese Yuan is 6.7178. Data source is International Monetary Fund.

CHAPTER TWO
THE EFFECTS OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE ON THE
ECONOMY OF SMALL PERIPHERAL CITIES THROUGH
TRADE INTEGRATION: THEORY AND
EVIDENCE FROM CHINA'S HIGHWAY SYSTEM

2.1 INTRODUCTION
How does transportation infrastructure investment affect local economies of small peripheral
regions (small cities hereafter) when these regions are connected to large metropolitan areas
(primate cities hereafter) by the infrastructure? Using data from China, Faber (2014) found that
highway infrastructure tends to reduce industrial output growth of small peripheral regions and
such effects of highway infrastructure are through the channel of trade. If it is trade channel at
work, we expect to observe more direct consequences of trade integration on employment and
wage of small peripheral cities predicted by trade theories. In this paper we study the effects of
highway connection on employment and wage growth in small cities through the lens of a stylized
model, which combines the empirical evidence in urban economics that larger cities are more
productive than smaller ones with the trade models in Melitz (2003) and Helpman, Itskhoki and
Redding (2010). We use the large-scale highway network construction in China spanning more
than two decades from 1990 to 2012 as a natural experiment to test the predictions of the stylized
model. Consistent with predictions from the stylized model, we find that highway connection
reduces employment growth and increases wage growth in small cities of China.
In the stylized model we consider an economy consisting of two cities and one is larger than
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the other in terms of population. Residents (workers) of the two cities have homogeneous
preference over a set of differentiated products, which are produced by firms that are different in
productivity under monopolistic competition. Although residents of the two cities have
homogeneous preference, they differ in talent. Both firm productivity and workers’ talent follow
city-specific Pareto distributions and the key assumption, which is supported by the empirical
evidence in the literature of urban economics, is that on average firm productivity and workers’
talent are higher in the large city than in the small one. We restrict on the short-run analysis;
residents of a city cannot migrate to another one such that highway connection affects the wage
and employment growth of the small city through reducing trade cost.
The theoretical model generates the following insights. First, highway connection between the
large and the small city causes wage rate in the small city to increase. Highway connection reduces
trade cost between the two cities such that the two markets are integrated. Because firms in the
large city are on average more productive, the integration eliminates jobs with low wage rate in
the small city by forcing unproductive firms located in the city to exit. Second, highway connection
has two conflict consequences on employment in the small city. On one hand, bankruptcy of
unproductive firms drives down employment. On the other hand, productive firms expand because
they can now access to the market of the large city; the expansion of high productive firms boosts
the employment of the small city. Under the following circumstances employment in the small
city tends to drop after highway connection. The first circumstance is when the distribution of firm
productivity in the small city is skewed to the left. In this case, the positive effect on employment
from the expansion of high productive firms would be dominated by the negative effect on
employment from the exit of low productive firms. The second circumstance is when the
distribution of workers’ talent in the small city is skewed to the left. In this case, expansion of high
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productive firms in the small city after highway connection would be limited because the size of
work force suitable for the jobs at the firms is small.
Small cities in our empirical study are 252 prefecture-level cities excluding provincial capitals
and cities specifically designated in the state plan. Prefecture-level cities in China are set up within
the provincial regions including provinces and autonomous regions, and led by provincial-level
governments. Each provincial-level region in China has a provincial capital, which has much larger
scale in both population and economy than other prefecture-level cities in the same province. The
five cities specifically designated in the state plan 8 are not provincial capitals but have similar
scale in population and economy to their provincial capitals. Provincial capitals, cities specifically
designated in the state plan and municipalities, which include Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin and
Chongqing and are among the largest cities in China, are considered regional primate cities in our
study. There are 36 regional primate cities in total.
In 1990, there was only one inter-city highway in China.9 The national highway system was
expanded afterwards rapidly; during the period from 1990 to 2012, 7 radiation highways starting
from Beijing, 9 vertical highways from North to South, 18 horizontal highways from East to West
and other 44 parallel lines, regional links and tie lines, were constructed. As of 2013, only 7 from
the 252 small cities had not been connected by a highway. Our empirical research design is to trace
the annual construction progress of all the highways to obtain a panel data set recording the number
of highways connecting each of the 252 small cities over the 23 years. From the data, we identify
treated cities that had at least one newly built highway in a year and did not have a newly built
highway 5 years before and 2 years after the year. For each of the treated cities, we match it to a
set of small cities (controlled cities) that are from the same region and did not have a newly built
8
9

Ningbo, Xiamen, Shenzhen, Qingdao and Dalian
The 400km Shenyang-Dalian highway.
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highway in the time window. In baseline estimations, the controlled cities are from the same
province as the treated one in the administrative divisions of China before 1949. There were 52
provinces in the historical administration divisions instead of 33 in current ones and provinces are
more homogeneous under the historical administration divisions. In robustness checks, we match
a treated city to the prefecture-level cities that are located within 200km away from the treated one.
Repeating the process of identifying treated cities and matching the treated cities to controlled ones
for each year between 1995 and 2010, we obtain a data set of matched city pairs. We conduct the
difference-in-differences (DID) comparison on the match pairs to infer the causal effects of
highway investment on wage and employment growth of a city. The identification approach of the
paper is therefore a DID matching approach.
The research design has several important features. First, both the treated and controlled cities
in the matched pairs are from the 252 small prefecture-level cities, almost all of which were
eventually connected by highways in the sampling period. The difference in the status of highway
connection between treated and controlled cities is the different in timing of the connection instead
of being vs. not being connected; controlled cities matched to a treated city o f a year are either
those that had new connections several years before or those that had new connections several
years later. Second, matching within a local area in the empirical approach ensures that treated and
controlled cities are similar in natural conditions, which affect local economies. Third, the DID
comparison compares a matched pair on the same time window such that the comparison controls
for the heterogeneity over the years. Fourth, treatment on the treated cities included both the case
of first-time treatment – being connected by a high in the first time, and the case of multiple
treatments – being connected by additional highways given having already been connected by at
least one highway. We account for the heterogeneity in treatment effects between the two cases.
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Finally, the research design allows us to account for the heterogeneity in the treatment effects of
highway infrastructure between cities that are located nearby a regional primate city and cities that
are located far away from a regional primate city.
Overall, small prefecture-level cities that had new highway connections in a year experienced
a faster wage growth within two years after the connections and the positive effect of highway
connection on wage growth is statistically significant across various identification assumptions.
The effect of highway connection on employment growth is in general negative but the effect is
not always statistically significant. Partitioning the small cities based on the distance to the nearest
regional primate city and estimating the treatment effects separately, we find that the positive
treatment effect of highway connection on wage growth exists only in cities that are at least 100km
away from a regional primate city; there is no a significant impact of highway connection on wage
growth in small cities that are close to a regional primate city. These empirical findings are
consistent with theoretical insights.
This paper contributes to the broad literature on the effect of large scale transport infrastructure
investment on urban spatial structure, urban growth and local labor market. Examples of these
studies include Baum-Snow (2007), Baum-Snow et al.(2012), Michaels (2008), Banerjee et al.
(2012), Duranton and Turner (2012) and Donaldson (2018). The most distinctive feature of this
paper is to apply the recent international trade theory to guide the empirical research such that this
paper contributes also to the trade literature by providing empirical evidence of the trade theory in
analyzing regional trade.
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2.2 THEORY
The theoretical model to illustrate the trade channel through which highway connection affects
wage and employment growth of a small city combines the empirical evidence that larger cities
are more productive than smaller ones10 with the trade models in Melitz (2003) and Helpman,
Itskhoki and Redding (2010). In particular, we consider an economy comprising two cities: a small
peripheral city (city small ) and a region primate city (city large ). The population (the number of
consumers or workers) in the small peripheral city is Lsmall and the one in the regional primate
city is Llarge ；we have Llarge  Lsmall . Workers of the two cities have a representative preference
over a set of horizontally differentiated products and the set is denoted by  . The differentiated
products can be traded between the two cities with a trade cost and the highway connection affects
wage and employment through reducing the trade cost. Although workers are homogeneous in
preference, they differ in talents. Moreover, we conduct a short-run analysis which excludes
migration of workers between the two cities.
The representative preference over the continuum of differentiated products takes the standard
constant elasticity of substitution (CES) form:
1





Q
q  j  dj 


 j




(1)

where Q denotes the demand for an aggregate good; q j  is the demand for product variety j ;

 determines the elasticity of substitution between varieties. A product variety j   is
produced by a firm located in one of the two cities under monopolistic competition. There is a
large pool of prospective entrants in both cities into the differentiated sector. The sunk cost of

10

See the review in Duranton and Puga (2004).
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entering is f e which is identical in the two cities. Once a firm located in city i incurs the sunk
cost, it’s productivity is realized as an independent random draw from a city-specific Pareto
distribution G    1  min   i , where    min  0 and  i  2 , i  small, large , to ensure the


existence of both a finite mean and a finite variance of firm productivity in a city. An assumption
here is that the productivity distributions of the two cities have the same scale parameter but
different shape parameters.
Given the realized productivity, a firm located in a city decides whether to pro duce or not and
whether to export to the other city or not if it chooses to produce. Production involves a fixed cost
of f d  0 ; exporting involves a fixed cost of f e  0 ; trading cost takes the standard iceberg form,
that is, in order to transport one unit of product variety j from a city to another, the quantity

  1 should be produced and transported.
Labor is the only input to produce a product variety at a city and the production function of a
firm is (for ease of exposition, we drop the city superscript):

y j   j   j  h j 



(2)

where y j measures the quantity of output of variety j ;  j is a random draw from the city-specific
Pareto productivity distribution; h j is the number of workers;  j is the average talent level of
the workers; and the parameter   0,1 , implying the diminishing returns to the number of
workers hired. A worker’s talent is an independent random draw from a city-specific Pareto
distribution

with

the

same

scale

parameter

and

different

shape

parameters

i
G    1  min   , where    min  0 and again  i  2 ; i  small, large , to ensure the



existence of a finite mean and a finite variance of workers’talent in a city. The production function
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in (2) implies that the overall efficiency in producing a product variety depends on both technology
productivity   and human capital   .
Assumption 1: The city-specific Pareto distributions of firm productivity and workers’ talent have
the following properties:

 small   large and  small   large

(3)

This assumption, which implies that firms in the large city are on average more productive than
firms in the small city and workers in the large city are on average more talented than workers in
the small city, is consistent with the empirical evidence in urban economics literature. Behrens,
Duranton and Robert-Nicoud (2012) explain mechanisms of the empirical evidence.
Because of the assumed Pareto distribution of workers’ talent, the average talent level of
workers hired by firm producing variety j located in city i is

 i~ j
, where ~ j   min
j 
i  1

is the threshold of talent level that the firm chooses in hiring. Given the chosen hiring threshold,

number of workers hired by the firm is h j  n j   ~min
 
 j

i


 , with n j denoting the number of



workers chosen to be interviewed by the firm. Production function in equation (2) can be rewritten
as:
  
1 i


y j   i    min  i  n j    j   *j 
 i 1

(4)

2.3 EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
Guided by the theory in previous section, we compile a data set from the large-scale highway
infrastructure investment in China during 1990-2012 and use the data to identify the causal effects
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of highway connections on wage and employment growth in small peripheral cities, conditioning
on the distance of these cities to the nearest regional primate city. Empirical identification in this
paper relies on the variation in the timing of highway connections among small peripheral cities
in a region. The variation in the timing of highway connections is caused by the difference in the
planning and construction progress of the 78 highways constructed during 1990-2012.
2.3.1 DATA COLLECTION
We first collect the name, code, starting and ending points of the highways constructed during
1990-2012 from the National Highway Planning Network (NHPN) of China. We then trace the
annual progress of each highway from Transportation Ministry of China, the NHPN and the
statistical bulletins of economic and social development of each province. From the data we plot
the highway network of China in 1990, 1995 and 2012 in Figure 2.1. Stars and circles in the graphs
of Figure 2.1 represent the regional primate and small peripheral cities respectively. We distinguish
also the type of the cities according to the cities’ status of being staging-posts in Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644) – one of the prosperous periods in ancient China. Cities that were staging-posts in
Ming Dynasty are marked in red color in the graphs. A staging-post in ancient China was a place
where the stops were regularly made on long journeys by horseback and wagon to deliver official
documents, military information or national supplies. Staging-posts, which were connected by
radiation staging roads starting from both Nanjing and Beijing, became a national network in Ming
Dynasty. Staging-posts were regional commercial centers in ancient time and on the least-cost path
of building roads. The difference in the status of being a staging-post in ancient time between two
neighboring cities captures unobserved geographic or climate factors which affect both economic
outcomes and timing of highway connections. We obtain the 1037 staging-posts in Ming Dynasty
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from “Ming Hui Dian” — the Encyclopedia of government institution in Ming Dynasty (Yang,
2006).
Figure 2.1 shows that the large-scale highway infrastructure investment eventually connected
all the regional primate and almost all the small peripheral cities, but the cities have different
timing of being connected. For each of the small peripheral cities, we count its number of highway
connections during the sampling period. Figure 2.2 shows the progress of the highway
constructions to connect the small peripheral cities. The highway construction progress speeded
up after 1995, in which only 16 small peripheral cities had at least one highway connection; 3
among the 16 cities had more than one highway connections. In 2005, 201 small peripheral cities
had at least one highway connection and 94 among the 201 cities had more than one connections.
Highway constructions after 2005 created many cases of multiple connections to a city; as the
number of cities with at least one highway connection kept rising, the number of cities with only
one highway connection actually dropped between 2005 and 2012.
We collected the nominal average wages of the 252 small peripheral cities the Urban
Statistical Yearbook of China. The nominal average wages are further deflated using the CPI of
provincial level, which is obtained from the China Statistical Yearbook. The total employment,
which includes self-employment, of the cities are also collected from the Urban Statistical
Yearbook of China. We employ other data sources including the statistical yearbooks and statistical
bulletin of the economic and social development at both provincial and city levels to cross-check
the accuracy of the employment and wage data.
2.3.2 IDENTIFICATION APPROACH
In order to control for the large heterogeneity across regions in China, we divide the country
into 52 small regions according to the historical administrative divisions presented in Figure 2.3a,
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which is compared with the 33 provincial regions in current administrative divisions presented in
Figure 2.3b. Figure 2.4a illustrates the DID matching approach used in baseline estimations to
identify the effects of highway connections on wage and employment growth. A treated city in a
year (treatment year indexed by zero in the figure) is a small peripheral city that had at least one
new highway connections in the year and did not have new highway connections five years before
and 2 years after the treatment year. A controlled city is a small peripheral city that is located in
the same region and did not have new highway connections during the time window. The treatment
effects of the first highway connection can be different from the ones of additional connections
conditional on having already had connections. In alternative estimations to the baseline ones, we
restrict the treated cities to the ones that had the first highway connection in the treatment year and
everything else is the same as in the baseline estimations. Figure 2.4b illustrates the DID matching
in the alternative estimations.
We use only the tree years before the treatment as the pre-treatment period in order to control
for possible contamination effects of highway connections occurred before the time window at
either the treated or the controlled cities. The post-treatment period is the period within two years
after the treatment. Figure 2.5 demonstrates the DID calculations for the two outcomes – the
growth rate of average wage rate and the growth rate of employment, on the time window of
comparison.
The DID matching approach ensures the homogeneity between treated and controlled cities
in the matched pairs. First, both the treated and controlled cities are the small prefecture-level cities
located in the same region. Second, the outcomes of the DID comparison are growth rates, which
exclude the impacts of the difference in economy scales on estimation results. The identification
assumption of the DID matching approach is that the timing of highway connections at the small
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prefecture-level cities located in the same region is exogenous to the outcomes. We run two
sensitivity checks to the identification assumption. In the first check, from the matched cities, we
select only the one with the most similar geographic slope to the treated city to do the DID
comparison. In the second check, from the matched cities, we select only ones that have the same
status of being staging-post in Ming Dynasty as the treated city to do the DID comparison. Both
geographic slope and the status of being staging-post in Ming Dynasty are related to road
construction costs, which affect both regional trades and the construction progress of highways
that connect cities in a region. Indeed, results from duration models, in which the depend variable
is duration from 1990 to the year that a city had the first highway connection, indicate that both
geographic slope and the status of being staging-post in Ming Dynasty are highly correlated with
the order of having the first highway connection.
We conduct also a sensitive check to the definition of region. In the sensitivity check, we
define the region of a treated city as the area within 200km away from the treated city. Another
concern about the local matching is that two small prefecture-level cities from the same region can
be from different provinces under current administrative divisions, which may affect the local
economies of the cities. We run a sensitivity check to this identification concern by including only
matched pairs from the same province in the DID comparison.

2.4 RESULTS
Table 2.1 presents the results from baseline matching approach, in which a treated city is
matched by control cities from the same province in the historical administrative divisions shown
in Figure 2.3a. We exclude also cities that built new airports, ports and railways during the time
period of DID comparison in order to control for the impacts on economic outcomes under
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investigation from other transport infrastructure investments. In total we have 51 treated cities over
the years and under the matching criteria of the baseline estimations we identify 68 matched pairs
from the 51 treated cities. We conduct the DID comparison on the 68 matched pairs to estimate the
average treatment effects of highway connection on a small city’s wage and employment growth
rate.
Highway connection has a significant positive effect on wage growth and a significant
negative effect on employment growth in a small peripheral city. On average, an additional
highway connection to a small peripheral city would boost the city’s wage growth rate by 2.58%
and reduces the city’s employment growth rate by 3.32%. We distinguish the treatment effects of
the first highway connection with the ones of an additional connection given that a city has already
been connected by highways. As shown in Table 2.1, if we define treated cities as those that had
the first highway connection in the sampling period, we end up with 18 treated cities, from which
we obtain 20 matched pairs. The DID comparison on the 20 matched pairs shows that the previous
findings still hold and the positive effect of highway connection on a small peripheral city’s wage
growth rate is even stronger.
In estimations presented in Table 2.1, we match a treated city from small peripheral cities
located in the same province in the historical administrative divisions. In a sensitivity check to the
matching criteria, we match a treated city from small peripheral cities located within 200km away
from the treated city. Estimation results from the alternative matching criteria are presented in
Table 2.2. Under the new matching criteria we can match more city pairs for DID comparison. The
findings are very similar to ones presented in Table 2.1; the only notable difference between results
from the two matching approaches is that the treatment effect of first-time highway connection on
a small city’s wage rate growth is smaller under the new matching approach.
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Empirical findings presented in Table 2.1 and 2.2 are consistent with theoretical insights.
Highway connection boosts wage rate growth and reduces employment growth in a small city; the
impact on employment growth is not as statistically significant as the one on wage growth rate.
Highway connection has conflict effects on employment in a small city from two channels – exit
of unproductive firms and expansion of high-productive firms. The ultimate effect of highway
connection on employment depends on the distributions of firm productivity and workers’ talent.
An additional test on the theoretical insights is to estimate how the impacts of highway
connection on a small city’s wage rate and employment growth depend on the distance between
the small city and the nearest regional primate city. When highway connection is unavailable, the
closer a small city is from a regional primate city, the stronger spillover effects of the primate city
on the small city’s economy are; as a result, the larger fraction of highly-productive firms the small
city has. Highway connection forces bottom firms in terms of productivity to exit and allows
highly-productive firms to access the large market of the primate city. In sum, when a small city
is closer to a regional primate city, from the theory we expect to observe stronger positive effect
on wage rate growth and weaker effect on employment growth after highway connection.
Motivated by this consideration, we use the distance from the nearest regional primate city to
divide the treated city in the baseline estimations into two groups and the distance threshold is
chosen to be 150km. We add one more matching criteria – a controlled city matched to a treated
city much be in the same category of distance to the nearest regional primate city. Because of this
additional matching requirement, we end up with less number of treated cities and matched pairs
compared to the baseline case. On the matched pairs we conduct the same estimations as in the
baseline estimations on the two groups of cities separately and the results are presented in Table
2.3.
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As expected, the impact of highway connection on wage growth in a small city is both stronger
and more statistically significant if the city is closer to a regional primate city. When a small city
is located more than 150km away from the nearest regional primate city, the positive effect of
highway connection on wage rate growth becomes insignificant. Due to small data size, the effect
of highway connection on employment growth is statistically insignificant but the median
estimates in both two groups of cities have expected negative sign. More interestingly, if we
compare the median estimates from the two group of cities, the negative effect of highway
connection on a small city’s employment growth is much stronger in cities located more than
150km away from the nearest regional primate city. These findings are consistent with the
theoretical insights.
We conduct more sensitivity checks on the empirical findings. The major identification
concern to our empirical strategy of matching within a region is that whether intrinsic differences
between the matched cities are adequately controlled for. In the sensitivity checks to the
identification strategy we add additional matching requirements one by one to the baseline
matching criteria: 1. among the controlled cities keeping only ones with the same status of having
a staging-post in Ming Dynasty as the treated city; 2. keeping only ones with similar geographic
slope to the treated city; 3. keeping only ones belonging to the same province in current
administrative divisions. The first two requirements serve the purpose to make sure that matched
pairs of cities have homogeneous natural environments which affect economic outcomes. The third
requirement is to account for the possible differences in local economies between two nearby cities
from province-level public finance factors even the two cities, which are located in different
provinces, share similar natural environments.
Probit and duration regression results presented in Table 2.4 and 2.5 respectively show that
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the status of having a staging-post in Ming Dynasty and geographic slope matter the likelihood
that a small city is connected by highways in a year. As shown in Table 2.4, if a small city had a
staging-post in Ming Dynasty, it is also more likely to be connected by highway network in 2004,
2005 and 2006; on the other hand, the steeper a small city’s geographic slope is, the less likely the
city was connected by highway network in the three years. Results in Table 2.5 show that historical
staging-post status and geographic slope affect the duration from no highway connection to the
first highway connection of the small peripheral cities in China. Table 2.6 – Table 2.8 present
estimation results of adding the three additional matching requirements respectively and the results
are very similar to the ones presented in Table 2.1.
The small peripheral small cities included in the analysis vary quite a lot in economy size.
Would the heterogeneity in economy size affect our baseline findings? We conduct the final
robustness check by dropping the top 20 percent cities in terms of GDP in year of 2000 from
baseline estimations and the results are presented in Table 2.9. Discarding the top 20% cities leads
to little change from the baseline findings.
2.5. CONCLUSION
This paper combines the insights of recent international trade theory with empirical evidence
in urban economics to illustrate the mechanism via which highway infrastructure investment
affects local economies of small cities. Empirical analysis guided by the theory employs the largescale highway network construction in China from 1990 to 2012 as a rare natural experiment to
test the predictions from the theory. A novel matching based difference-in-differences
identification approach is developed to identify the effects of highway connection on a small city’s
wage rate and employment growth. The empirical findings confirm the theoretical insights of a
positive effect and a negative effect of highway connection on a small city’s wage and employment
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growth respectively.
Several extensions can be done on the basis of the paper. First, this paper focuses on a shortrun analysis in which migration of workers between cities is excluded. When workers can migrate
in the long-run, city-specific distribution of workers’ talent are no longer fixed. Whether a small
city can enhance its human capital from transport infrastructure investment is a research question
with great policy implications. Second, this paper focuses on the trade channel through which
highway connection affects local economy of small cities. A large body of literature in urban
economics has investigated urbanization of small cities brought by transport infrastruc ture
investment. An analytical framework integrating both channels – trade and urbanization will be
very useful to characterize fully the impacts of transport infrastructure investment on local
economy of small cities.
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(a) 1990

(b) 2000
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(c) 2012

Figure 2. 1 Intercity Highways in China Over Years
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Figure 2. 2 Progress of highway connection of the 252 small peripheral cities in China
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(a) Before 1949

(b) After 1949

Figure 2. 3 Administrative Divisions of China
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(a) Baseline

Note: A validly treated city has at least one newly-constructed highway in a specific year. We index this
year as assigned year. Additionally, the number of the highways of the city should not change two years after
and 5 years before the assigned year. For a treated city, we select the controlled(s) from the region where the
treated locates. We require the number of the highways of the controlled should not change at the assigned year,
and 5 years before and 2 years after that year. We define this time window as Baseline.

(b) Change from 0 to 1

Note: This time window is defined in the way similar to the baseline except one regularity: we require the
treatment and the control to have no highway before the assigned year and the treatment only has one newlybuilt highway in the assigned year. Thus, the time window is stricter than the baseline. We define this one as
Change from 0 to 1.

Figure 2. 4 Defining the treatment and Control Group
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Note: When we calculate the difference-in-difference estimates of the effects of newly-built highway on the
average growth rate of wage, we use the second and third year data after the assigned year (year 0) to measure
the post-treatment effects. For the pre-treatment effects, we use data lagged three years of the assigned year. I.e.,
𝐷𝐼𝐷 = (A − B) − (C − D). where A is the average growth rate of wage of year 1 and year 2 for the treated city;
B is the growth rate of wage of year -3 for the treated city. Analogous notations apply to C and D.
This calculating strategy can avoid the confounded effects. For instance, a new highway is built at year -6
and its effects last for 3 years (to year -4). This does not confound our estimates of the effects of a newly-built
highway at the assigned year. We discard the data lagged 1 year of the assigned year and data of the assigned
year when calculating the treatment effect, considering the influence of a newly-built highway may start before
the highway is open to traffic and the effects of a newly-built highway may take one year to generate (i.e., start
from year 1, rather than the assigned

Figure 2. 5 Timeline of Difference-in-Differences Comparison
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Table 2. 1 The Effects of Newly-built Highway Based on Matching on Region1
Time Window 2

Treated Cities 3 Observations4 Treatment Effects

Wage4
Baseline

51

68

2.58%**
[1.02%, 4.27%]

Change from 0 to 1

17

20

3.32%**
[0.01%, 7.15%]

Employment5
Baseline

45

62

-6.29%*
[-11.86%, -1.27%]

Change from 0 to 1

18

20

-6.07%*
[-12.71%, -0.48%]

Note: 1. Matching on Region means, for each treatment, we select the valid control(s) from the region where the
treatment locates.
2. The different time windows are defined in Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2.
3. The number of treated cities that are finally used in calculating the treatment effects. The number of matched
cities is actually significantly larger than the number of treated cities used here. Data on highway construction
and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges from 1990 to 2012 while the
latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates descript in Figure 2.3, we can thus use only
cities having newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built highways before
2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denotes the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final
calculation. It is of note that the number of treated cities and observations are different when calculating the
treatment effects for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on wage and
employment.
5. Wage and Employment denote the difference-in-difference estimates of the treatment effects on wage and
employment, respectively. We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th
percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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Table 2. 2 The Effects of Newly-built Highway Based on Matching on 200 KM Neighboring
Cities1
Time Window 2

Treated Cities 3 Observations4 Treatment Effects

Wage4
Baseline

60

77

2.19%**
[0.74%, 3.70%]

Change from 0 to 1

38

46

1.90%*
[0.27%, 3.56%]

Employment5
Baseline

54

71

-8.87%**
[-13.42%, -4.16%]

Change from 0 to 1

33

41

-5.78%
[-12.55%, 0.19%]

Note: 1. Matching on 200 KM Neighboring Cities means, for each treatment, we select the valid control(s) from
those cities within 200KM with the treated city.
2. The different time windows are defined in Figure 2.1 & Figure2. 2.
3. The number of treated cities that are finally used in calculating the treatment effects. The number of matched
cities is actually significantly larger than the number of treated cities used here. Data on highway construction
and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges from 1990 to 2012 while the
latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates descript in Figure 2.3, we can thus use only
cities having newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built highways before
2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denotes the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final
calculation. It is of note that the number of treated cities and observations are differen t when calculating the
treatment effects for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on wage and
employment.
5. Wage and Employment denote the difference-in-difference estimates of the treatment effects on wage and
employment, respectively. We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th
percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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Table 2. 3 The Effect of Newly-built Highway within and without 150KM from Central Cities Based on Matching on Region
Time Window 1

Less than or equal to 150 KM2

More than 150 KM

Treated Cities 3

Obs.4

DID5

Treated Cities

Obs.

DID

16

16

3.85%***

19

24

1.52%

Wage
Baseline

[1.80%, 5.97%]

[-1.31%, 4.99%]

Employment
Baseline

14

15

-3.43%
[-6.62%, 0.78%]

14

20

-10.28%
[-21.66%, 3.74%]
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Note: 1. The time windows are defined in Figure2.1-Figure2.2. We do not report the results of ‘Change from 0 to 1’ due to lack of enough observations.
2. We implement the matching on distance and require both the treated and the controlled cities within 150 KM to central cities. Analogous notation applies
throughout the table.
3. The number of treated cities that are finally used in calculating the treatment effects. The number of matched cities is actually significantly larger than
the number of treated cities used here. Data on highway construction and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges
from 1990 to 2012 while the latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates descript in Figure 2.3, we can thus use only cities having
newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built highways before 2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denotes the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final calculation. It is of note that the number of treated
cities and observations are different when calculating the treatment effects for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on
wage and employment.
5. DID denotes the difference-in-difference estimates of the treatment effects on wage and employment, respectively. We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap
repetitions and report median alone with 10th percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.

Table 2. 4 Regression of Treatment on Instrumental Variable
`
Staging-post

Treatment_05 Treatment_05 Treatment_04 Treatment_04 Treatment_06 Treatment_06
0.239***
(0.057)

Geographic Slope
Province Dummy
Constant
Observations

0.313***
(0.067)

✓

-0.048***
(0.016)
✓

0.384***
(0.113)
235

0.667***
(0.105)
235

0.124**
(0.052)

✓

-0.053***
(0.019)
✓

✓

-0.042***
(0.014)
✓

0.318**
(0.132)
235

0.673***
(0.124)
235

0.888***
(0.103)
235

1.058***
(0.093)
235
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Note: As demonstrated in Figure 2.4, almost all cities turn out to have at least one newly-built highway at the end of the sample period. We thus extract a
portion of the data to run the regression. The model Treatment_05 means we only use data before(including) year 2005 when 201 cities have at least one
newly-built highway (Treatment_05 = 1) and 51 cities have no highway (Treatment_05 = 0). The model Treatment_04 and Treatment_06 me ans we only
use data before year 2005 and 2006, respectively.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.

Table 2. 5 Duration Model on Testing the Validity of Instrumental Variables

Duration
Staging-post

Duration

-0.109
(0.075)

Geographic Slope

0.042**
(0.020)

Constant
Observations

2.498***

2.335***

(0.061)

(0.056)

225

225

Note: The dependent variable is the duration between 1990 (the
beginning year of our sample period) and the year when a highway
was built. The larger the value of the dependent variable is, the later the
city had a highway.
Time is assumed to follow lognormal distribution.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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Table 2. 6 Using Staging-post to Control for Endogenous Treatment1 Based on Matching on
Region
Time Window 2

Treated Cities 3 Observations4 Treatment Effects

Wage4
Baseline

40

49

2.73%**
[0.67%, 4.35%]

Change from 0 to 1

7

10

2.05%
[-4.97%, 10.05%]

Employment5
Baseline

32

44

-6.69%*
[-15.18%, -0.53%]

Change from 0 to 1

8

11

-8.30%
[-23.64%, 2.73%]

Note: 1. In addition to matching on region and time window, we require treatment and control to have same
status on Staging-post, which is a dummy equals to 1 if a city was a Staging-post in Ming Dynasty and 0
otherwise.
2. The different time windows are defined in Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2.
3. The number of treated cities that are finally used in calculating the treatment effects. The number of matched
cities is actually significantly larger than the number of treated cities used here. Data on highway construction
and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges from 1990 to 2012 while the
latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates descript in Figure 2.3, we can thus use only
cities having newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built highways before
2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denotes the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final
calculation. It is of note that the number of treated cities and observations are different when calculating the
treatment effects for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on wage and
employment.
5. Wage and Employment denote the difference-in-difference estimates of the treatment effects on wage and
employment, respectively. We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th
percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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Table 2. 7 Using Geographical Slope as to Control for Endogenous Treatment 1 Based on
Matching on Region
Time Window 2

Treated Cities 3 Observations4 Treatment Effects

Wage4
Baseline

35

29

4.49%***
[2.02%, 7.94%]

Change from 0 to 1

11

10

8.10%**
[2.20%, 19.76%]

Employment5
Baseline

31

26

-6.88%
[-14.93%, 1.43%]

Change from 0 to 1

10

9

-5.33%
[-10.96%, 0.13%]

Note: 1. In addition to matching on region and time window, we require treatment and control to have as similar
geographical slope as possible. If a treated city is matched by several controlled cities, we only keep the
controlled city having closest geographical slope with the treated city. Moreover, we set a cutoff for the whole
sample. The difference of geographic slope between treated cities and controlled cities forms a vector of values.
We only use city pair whose difference on geographic slope is within 75 th percentile of the vector.
2. The different time windows are defined in Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2.
3. The number of matched cities is actually significantly larger than the number of treated cities used here. Data
on highway construction and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges from
1990 to 2012 while the latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates described in Figure 2.3,
we can thus use only cities having newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built
highways before 2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denote the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final
calculation. The number of treated cities and observations are different when calculating the treatment effects
for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on wage and employment.
5.We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th percentile and 90th
percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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Table 2. 8 The Effects of Newly-built Highway Based on Matching on Region and Province
Time Window 2

Treated Cities 3 Observations4 Treatment Effects

Wage4
Baseline

44

57

2.28%*
[0.49%, 3.99%]

Change from 0 to 1

16

18

3.34%
[-0.15%, 7.02%]

Employment5
Baseline

38

52

-2.83%
[-8.09%, 2.02%]

Change from 0 to 1

17

18

-5.43%
[-13.62%, 0.54%]

Note: 1. Treatment and control locate in the same region and same province.
2. The different time windows are defined in Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2.
3. The number of treated cities that are finally used in calculating the treatment effects. The number of matched
cities is actually significantly larger than the number of treated cities used here. Data on highway construction
and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges from 1990 to 2012 while the
latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates descript in Figure 2.3, we can thus use only
cities having newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built highways before
2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denotes the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final
calculation. It is of note that the number of treated cities and observations are different when calculating the
treatment effects for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on wage and
employment.
5. Wage and Employment denote the difference-in-difference estimates of the treatment effects on wage and
employment, respectively. We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th
percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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Table 2. 9 The Effects of Newly-built Highway on Small Cities Based on Matching on
Region1
Time Window 2

Treated Cities 3

Observations4

Treatment Effects

35

53

3.29%*

Wage4
Baseline

[1.27%, 5.31%]
Employment5
Baseline

33

50

-5.72%
[-12.34%, 0.74%]

Note: 1. In this table, we first sort the cities according to GDP in year 2000 and drop top 20 percent. Matching
on Region means, for each treatment, we select the valid control(s) from the region where the treatment locates.
2. The different time windows are defined in Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2.
3. The number of treated cities that are finally used in calculating the treatment effects. The number of matched
cities is actually significantly larger than the number of treated cities used here. Data on highway construction
and data on growth rate of outcome have different time length. The former ranges from 1990 to 2012 while the
latter ranges from 1999 to 2012. And according to the estimates descript in Figure 2.3, we can thus use only
cities having newly-built highways since 2002 and have to discard those having newly-built highways before
2002 when calculating the treatment effects.
4. Observations denotes the number of matched treatment and control city pairs that are used in final
calculation. It is of note that the number of treated cities and observations are different when calculating the
treatment effects for wage and employment. This is because cities might have missing values on wage and
employment.
5. Wage and Employment denote the difference-in-difference estimates of the treatment effects on wage and
employment, respectively. We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10th
percentile and 90th percentile in parentheses.
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.
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CHAPTER THREE
WHAT DOES UBER BRING FOR CONSUMERS?

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Uber is a startup company that operates a platform allowing commuters to hail a car online 1. The
impacts of Uber on the transportation industry are complex2. While displacing traditional jobs,
Uber also rises employment by increasing number of self-employed drivers. However, study on
the effects of the availability of Uber on passengers is sparse. In this paper, we investigate the
consumer surplus that Uber brings for customers. The methodology employed in this paper applies
to study the influence of other car sharing platforms such as Lyft and Sidecar and helps policymakers generate better regulations through balancing possible costs for transportation industry and
benefits for passengers.
This paper focuses on San Francisco area. To estimate the demand of mode choices, we divide
the entire San Francisco into grids using geographic information technique. Each grid has a
geographic size of 4KM2 and defines an origin or a destination. An origin and destination pair
(thereafter OD pair) can be defined by two grids (origin and destination are in the different grid)

1

Nowadays, Uber provides more services than mere car service. In this paper, we restrict our analysis to

the effects of Uber’s car service and use Uber to represent the service. For more information, please see
https://www.uber.com.cn/
2

https://www.forbes.com/sites/adigaskell/2017/01/26/study-explores-the-impact-of-uber-on-the-taxi-

industry/#2e1eda3416b0
http://www.pieria.co.uk/articles/uber_and_the_economic_impact_of_sharing_economy_platforms
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or by one grid (origin and destination are in the same grid). OD pair is one-way-based. For example,
grid A to grid B and grid B to grid A are different OD pairs.
One of the most interesting points of this paper is our data and the way we collect them. We
use three datasets in this paper: Uber dataset, National Household Travel Survey (thereafter NHTS)
dataset, and Google dataset. The Uber company provided us with the first dataset. Data are gridbased and each record of data contains trip attributes between grids such as average duration and
average fare in September 2016. NHTS data are from a survey conducted by Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) from 2008 to 2009. The dataset contains 5 files that include information
on household, commuters of household, vehicle. One of the most important file is Travel Day Trip
file which records trips occurred during a 24-hour for a particular person. This individual level
data allows us to estimate commuter’s preference in a discrete choice model.
We take advantage of big data techniques to collect the google data by requesting data from
google map APIs. After registering in Google, a user can request mode attributes between grids
through Google map APIs. As show in Appendix Figure A3.1, after inputting the origin and
destination, google map return data on the duration and distance of the trip 1. There are 67,280,000
OD pairs in San Francisco. For each OD pair, we request data from google APIs three time a day.
The process continues for 2 months from January 1 2017 to February 28 2017. We used three web
servers and wrote a spider crawl program to help us collect this data.
Using aforementioned three datasets, we take the following steps to calculate the consumer

1

Figure A3.1 only shows information of driving mode. Actually, through Google map APIs, we can

obtain similar information for taxi, bus (if available) and train (if available).
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surplus. First, we use the NHTS data and the conditional logit model to estimate commuters’
heterogeneous preference in San Francisco. Second, assuming consumer’s preference doesn’t
change over time, we calculate consumers’ surplus in 2017 when consumer face mode choice set
constructed by combining Uber data and Google data. Third, we re-calculate consumer’s surplus
presuming that Uber is unavailable in 2017. Finally, we take the difference between step 2 and step
3, which give the consumer surplus that each commuter gains in each travelling. Furthermore, to
further investigate the heterogeneous consumer surplus, we calculate the surplus for subpopulation of commuters.
We find that the average consumer surplus gains from the availability of Uber range from 0.76
to 2.85 dollars/person, depending on which conditional logit models used to reveal consumer’s
preference. Moreover, results show that weekend commuters gain more consumer surplus than
weekday ones and non-peak hour passengers have more increase in consumer surplus than peak
hour passengers. This is mainly because it takes more time and costs to travel in peak hour and
weekday and decrease the maximized utility. The overall consumer surplus for commuters in San
Francisco is around $279,680 per day or $100 million per year.
Literature on consumer surplus is profound1. The calculations of consumer surplus depend on
consumer’s ‘willingness-to-pay’ and the demand curve. Since individual level data are scarce and
costly to access, recent literature focuses on using market share level data to estimate demand on
differentiated products (Berry, 1994; Berry et al.,1995; Nevo, 2000; Petrin 2002; , Eizenberg,

1

See Svoboda(2008) for an extensive reviews.
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2011). Thanks to the availability of individual level data, this paper measures consumer surplus in
a discrete choice framework using log-sum (Small and Rosen, 1981; Börsch-Supan,1990;
Kalmanje and Kockelman, 2004; Dagsvik and Karlstrom, 2005; Small et al, 2005; Small et al,
2006).
There is a broad strand of literature discussing the impacts of Uber on transportation especially
in taxi industry (Hall,2015; Hall et al.,2015 Buchholz, 2016; Cohen et al., 2016). Among them,
although applying employing different methodology, this paper is most similar to Cohen et al.
(2016) in term of the research topic. With the accessibility to almost 50 million’s individual data
in Uber’s trip service, Cohen et al. (2016) take advantage of Uber’s pricing schema (surge price)
and apply the discontinuity design to identify demand on UberX service. They found that overall
consumer surplus generated by UberX was around $6.8billion in 2015.
Our work contributes to existing literature in mainly two ways. First of all, rather than
considering demand only on Uber as in Cohen et al. (2016), we identify consumer’s
uncompensated demand under a discrete choice model taking all choice mode a commuter may
face into account. Our ability to achieve this derives from the richness of our data. Second, this
paper also contributes to economic research by proposing using more open data. Our ability to
crawl open data from google enables us to construct the complete choice set for commuters. One
of the shortcomings of this paper is we have to assume consumer’s preference on mode choice
doesn’t change over 2009-2017. We observe individual’s choice decision in 2007 through the
NHTS data, but the new choice set in the environment with the availability of Uber is constructed
using data of 2017.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the details of
data and our design of data collection. Section 3 is our empirical model. Section 4 presents the
results of estimations. In this section we also demonstrate how we calculate consumer surplus and
the calibration of some unknown parameters. Last section briefly summarizes the conclusions of
this paper.

3.2. DATA
We use three datasets in this paper: NHTS data, Uber data and Google data. The NHTS data
are from a survey conducted by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) from 2008 to 2009. The
Uber data are provided by Uber company. The Google data are requested through google map
APIs. All data are grid-based, which enables us to merge them.
NHTS Data
We use the 2009 components of National Household Travel Survey data (NHTS data) that are
collected through random digit dialing(RDD) telephone interviewing survey from March 2008 to
May 2009. The survey interviewed 150,147 households across the U.S.. Each household is
randomly assigned a specific date to call. After the interview, if a household agree to participate in
the survey, the household will be mailed a travel day diary with which a household member used
to record the travel diary and a guidance on how to fill out the diary. Interviews are carried out
nationwide and 20 Add-on partners 1. We use the San Francisco components OF NHTS data in this

1

http://nhts.ornl.gov/2009/pub/UsersGuideV2.pdf
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paper.
Important Variables in NHTS Dataset
The data have five data files. In each file, there is a record in the level of the file, i.e., household
file contains record for each household, person file records person level information, and so on.
Household file and vehicle file are linked by an ID with 8-digit. The Person is linked with
household by a 10-digit ID with the first 8-digit representing household ID number and the last 2digit represents household member. The Travel Day Trip file is organized by person-trip level and
it is linked to person by adding 2-digit to represent number of trips in one day to person ID.
The household file includes, but not limited to, data on household ID, number of household
members, number of workers in household, number of drivers in household, derived total
household income, home address in urbanized area. Details on household file important variables
are shown in Appendix Table A3.1.
The person file includes data on person such as interview date, job category, distance home to
work, respondent age, respondent gender, responder education, workplace address, zip code of
work location, and so on. Details on person file important variables are shown in Appendix Table
A3.2.
The Vehicle file contains, but not limited to, data on vehicle make name, vehicle model name,
vehicle model year, vehicle make code, vehicle make name, vehicle model code, and other vehicle
relevant information. Details on vehicle file important variables are shown in Appendix Table A3.3.
The Travel Day Trip file is one of the most important file in the survey which record trips
taken during a 24-hour period, including information such as mode of public transit used, travel
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day, trip start time, trip distance in mile, time of entire trip, number of people with respondent on
trip, the purpose of trip, travel day trip destination and so on. This individual level data allows use
to reveal consumer’s preference in a discrete choice model framework. Details on travel day trip
file important variables are shown in Appendix TableA3.4.
The last component of the dataset is the location file, which contains geographical information
such as home latitude and longitude, city name, purpose of trip, trip destination latitude and
longitude, work latitude and longitude and so on. Details on the geographical information file
includes important variables shown in Appendix Table A3.5.
The data we used in this research is the San Francisco components of NHTS data. To enable
empirical analysis, we equally divide San Francisco areas into grids. Each grid is assigned a unique
ID. An Origin and Destination pair (OD Pair) is one-way-based. The following figure illustrates
the way we divided San Francisco. Based on latitude and longitude, we split the entire San
Francisco into 5800 (58 X 100) grids. The horizontal axis represents longitude and the vertical axis
indexes latitude. The step width of horizontal and vertical axis is 0.035 and 0.03 decimal degree,
respectively. The corresponding physical distance is approximate 2 miles, separately. Therefore,
all trips of NHTS data can be classified into the grids according to their longitude and latitude of
origin and destination. For example, in this figure, one color indexes at least one trip. The lefthand side panel highlights all the origins of the trips, while the right-hand side panel denotes the
destinations.
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Figure 3.1 Grid of Origin and Destination in San Francisco
To take a glimpse of our data, we project all origin of trips into a graph according to their
latitude and longitude, as shown in Figure 3.2.
According to our division rules, San Francisco is divided into 5800 grids. Theoretically, we
should have 67,280,000(5800 X 5800 X 2) OD pairs. However, since there are some grids that we
don’t have NHTS records and others are oceans or bay areas, we actually have only 8772 OD pairs,
as summarized in Table 3.1. Among which, 108 OD pairs have more than 20 trips. If the grid size
is 4KM2, we have 5961 OD pairs and 163 of them have more than 20 trips. Table 3.1 also show
the distribution of number of trips in 4KM 2 grids. As presented, most of OD pairs have less than
10 trips.
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Note: This figure only uses the [1 th-percentile, 99 th-percentile] of latitude and longitude of trips.
Figure 3.2 The Origin of Trips in San Francisco
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Table 3. 1 Summary of NHTS Data
Total Number of OD Pairs 2
Total Number of 2 X 2 OD Pairs 3
Total Number of 2 X 2 OD Pairs with More Than 20 Trips
Total Number of 4 X 4 OD Pairs
Total Number of 4 X 4 OD Pairs with More Than 20 Trips
Total Number of 8 X 8 OD Pairs
Total Number of 8 X 8 OD Pairs with More Than 20 Trips
Total Number of OD Pairs with More Than 20 Trips

8772
8772
108
5961
163
4329
128
399

Distribution of Trips in OD Pairs defined by 4KM 2 Grids
Smallest
1%
5%
10%
25%
50%
75%
90%
95%
99%
Largest
Mean
Std. Dev.

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
7
25
43
100
4.08
8.73
1933
22,878
24,811

Number of Working Trips
Number of Non-working Trips
Total Records

Uber Data
To request data from the Uber company, we gave them the following figure to illustrate how
we define our grids and expected them to provide Uber trips observations in grid-based. We use
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four points to define a grid. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, point A, B, C, D define a grid of origin.
The ID number of this grid is #1. The interval of longitude is [−123, −121] and the step width
is 0.035, which gives 58 slots. The interval of latitude is [36,39] and the step width is 0.03, which
gives 100 slots. Therefore, the total number of grid of origin is 5800. Uber’s database engineers
take the following procedure to generate the Uber dataset:

Table 3. 2 Points Used to Define a Grid
Step 1. Pick a grid of origin and check whether there is trip starting from the grid.
Step 2. If there is, find out the grid(s) of destination of those trip(s).
Step 3. This process continues after all trips are found out in this OD pair. Mode attributes
such as travel distance, travel duration, fare of all trips are then averaged by OD pairs.
Sample Uber data are presented in Appendix Table A3.6.
The Uber data record trips occurred in San Francisco for one week and contains 60167
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observations, which consists of 31,816 UberX service trips and 28,351 28,351 Uber Pool service.
Summary statistics are shown in Table 3.3. The sample consists of 188 OD pairs defined by 4KM2
grid size. The mean traveling distance is 5.93 miles. The mean traveling duration is 18.05 minutes.
Mean costs of commuting are 14.49 dollars.

Table 3. 3 Summary of Uber Data
Observation

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimal

Maximum

Distance(Mile)

60,167

5.93

5.29

0.03

46.81

Duration(Minute)

60,167

18.05

9.52

1.33

92.33

Cost(Dollar)

60,167

14.49

9.86

4.27

110.82

Google Data
We use crawl technique to request data from google map API. The google dataset is
constructed by taking the following steps: First, based on the pre-defined grids as shown in Figure
3.1, we construct 67,280,000(5800 X 5800 X 2) OD pairs and assign each OD pair an unique ID.
Second, for each OD pair, we input origin and destination(centroid of the gird) into google map
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APIs. Google map APIs then return available mode choice and their attributes such as distance,
duration and fare. If no available alternatives, APIs return none. We requested the data three times
per day. The time we request data is morning peak hour (7:00-10:00, utc), afternoon peak
hour(16:00-19:00, utc) and other time. This process lasts for two month from Jan 01 2017 to Feb
28 2017.
The sample Google data are presented in Appendix Table A3.7. The sample consists of 179
OD pairs defined by 4KM2 grid size. Summary statistics are shown in Table 3.4. There are 422,092
observations of google map data, which consists of 278,062 peak hour observations and 144,030
non-peak hour observations. Among the data, 290,235 records occurred in weekday and 131,858
records occurred during the weekend. The summary statistics of distance, duration and fare of all
alternatives are also shown in the table. The mean of commuter distance ranges from 5.47 miles
to 7.26 miles. Traveling duration ranges from half hour to 2 hours. We only have fare for bus and
train. The mean costs of bus are 3.43 dollars while that of train are 3.82 dollars. It is notewor thy
that the costs of Taxi are not returned by google map APIs, we thus calibrate the costs using data
from yellow cap company. The pricing schema is as follow: the first 0.2 mile is $3.5. Each
additional 0.2 mile is 0.55 dollar after that 1.

1

http://yellowcabsf.com/service/cab-fares/

We didn’t consider waiting time and exit fees of airport in the calculations.
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Table 3. 4 Summary of Google Map Data
Observation Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimal

Maximum

Distance (Unit: Mile)
Drive
Walk
Bike
Bus
Train

264,131
245,436
218,188
238,737
233,333

6.77
6.01
5.47
7.26
6.92

5.92
5.68
4.41
6.68
6.74

0.96
0.93
0.94
0.93
0.85

38.51
44.62
43.56
76.03
89.19

261,472
242,916
215,937
236,286
230,931

16.18
114.79
33.23
49.00
45.13

7.35
96.87
20.45
26.52
19.44

1.77
18.43
4.45
0.25
0.18

38.87
606.52
115.35
174.15
132.05

189,215
136,454

3.43
3.82

1.49
2.29

0.70
0.70

8.50
12.15

Duration (Unit: Minute)
Drive
Walk
Bike
Bus
Train
Fare (Unit: Dollar)
Bus
Train
Observations
Peak Hour
Non-Peak Hour
Weekday
Weekend
Total

278,062
144,030
290,234
131,858
422,092
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3.3. ECONOMETRIC MODEL
We use NHTS data to estimate commuter’s mode choice. Data used in this analysis is the San
Francisco component of NHTS dataset. We divide the entire San Francisco into grids by 4KM2
and keep OD pairs with more than 20 trips and more than 1 transportation modes, which finally
gives 163 OD pairs.
The econometric model combines multinomial and conditional logit so that the utility depends
not only on individual characteristics but also on alternative attributes. Specifically, the indirect
utility of commuter 𝑖 from choosing transport mode 𝑗 is
′
𝑢𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖′ 𝛼𝑗 + 𝑧𝑖𝑗
𝛽 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗
′ is a vector of attributes of 𝑗 − th
Where 𝑥𝑖 is a vector of characteristics of a commuter and 𝑧𝑖𝑗
′
alternative such as fare, time, parking if applied, and so on. 𝑧𝑖𝑗
is varying across choices.

Demographic variables used in the model are education dummy (1 if a commuter hold a
Bachelor’s degree or higher degree), family income dummy (1 if annual family income is greater
than $80,000), household size dummy (1 if household has more than 2 members), age dummy (1
if age is greater than 30 and smaller than 50) and gender dummy(1 if male). The complete choice
set contains four alternatives: driving, bus, taxi and train. However, the available choice set that
faces a commuter varies across OD pair. The total number of available choice is the number of
type of transportation modes chosen by commuters. For example, in a OD pair, if we observe
commuters can only choose driving and public transit, then the choice set contains two modes. If
all commuters choose driving, then driving is the only mode in the OD pair.
We only observe driving distance in NHTS data, not the costs of driving. The cost of driving
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is calculated based on AAA’s study1 on driving cost per mile, such as Small Sedan 46.4 cents,
Medium Sedan 58.9 cents, Large Sedan 72.2 cents, Sedan Average 59.2 cents; SUV 4WD 73.6
cents; Minivan 65.0 cents. Fares of public transit and train are calibrated using google map, which
are $2.25 and $2.5, separately2.
When it comes to driving we imply a commuter can choose Car, Van, SUV, Pickup truck, other
truck, RV, Motorcycle or Light electric veh (golf cart). The number of trips for each transportation
mode are shown in appendix Table A3.7. Bus contains categories of local public transit, commuter
bus, school bus, charter/tour bus, city to city bus, shuttle bus, street car/trolley. Train is categorized
by Amtrak/inter city train, Commuter train, Subway/elevated train.
In construction of all alternatives that a commuter might choose, the time of a mode is
measured by the average value of traveling duration in a particular OD pair. For example, if a
commuter’s choice is driving, in constructing attributes of other available mode, such as bus, the
time of bus is the average of all trips by bus in the OD pair.

3.4. ESTIMATION OF MODE CHOICE
Table 3.5 presents the results of the conditional logit model. We first estimate the model using
all data. To investigate the potential different choice behaviors, we then re-estimate the model
using only trip observations that occurred during 7:00AM-10:00AM and 16:00PM-21:00PM. In
both estimations, most coefficients have the expected signs. Commuters are less likely to, no

1

http://newsroom.aaa.com/tag/driving-cost-per-mile/

2

This is the fare given by google map on 27 Dec. 2016.
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matter in peak hours or not, choose bus, train and taxi, which is consistent with our knowledge.
To study preference heterogeneity, we interact personal characteristic with a particular
alternative. The alternative dummies (Bus, Taxi, and Train) are interacted with education dummy(1
if the commuter holds a bachelor’s degree), family income dummy(1 if household annual income
is greater than $80,000), household size dummy(1 if household has more than 2 members), age
dummy(1 if age is greater than 30 and smaller than 50) and gender dummy(1 if the commuter is
male). Results are demonstrated in Table 3.5. Commuters from high annual income family are less
likely to take public transit. As expected, household with more than 2 members is also more likely
to drive. Middle age commuters have higher probability to take bus. Although not statistically, we
find household with more than 2 members are less likely to take taxi and train. The result stand
still even using only peak hour data for estimation.
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Table 3. 5 Estimation of Mode Choice
Model 1
All Data
Coefficient
S.E.

Model 2
Peak Hour Data
Coefficient
S.E.

Bus
Taxi
Train
Trip Duration
Trip Cost

-2.331***
-3.576***
-3.424***
0.010***
-0.058**

(0.116)
(0.821)
(0.278)
(0.003)
(0.024)

-2.275***
-3.279***
-3.591***
0.010**
-0.103**

(0.144)
(0.864)
(0.335)
(0.005)
(0.048)

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Taxi
Taxi
Taxi
Taxi
Taxi

-0.166
-0.951***
-0.269*
0.248*
N.A.
-0.819
1.167
-0.116
0.002
.

(0.129)
(0.143)
(0.143)
(0.149)
N.A.
(0.826)
(0.899)
(0.780)
(0.787)
.

-0.137
-0.946***
-0.395**
0.498***
N.A.
-0.826
1.145
-0.137
0.020
.

(0.153)
(0.168)
(0.173)
(0.175)
N.A.
(0.826)
(0.900)
(0.780)
(0.787)
.

-0.026
0.158
-0.352
0.371
N.A.

(0.293)
(0.276)
(0.303)
(0.291)
N.A.

0.103
0.155
-0.138
0.244
N.A.

(0.347)
(0.320)
(0.342)
(0.338)
N.A.

Variables

× Education
× Family income
× Household size
× Age
× Gender
× Education
× Family income
× Household size
× Age
× Gender

Train × Education
Train × Family income
Train × Household size
Train × Age
Train × Gender
Observations
pseudo R-square

11389
0.665

8270
0.664

Note: Driving is the comparison group. Age Dummy equals to 1 if age is greater than 30 and
smaller than 50.Gender equals to 1 if commuter is Male. Household size dummy equals to 1
if the household has more than 2 members. Family income dummy equals to 1 if annual
household income is greater than $80,000.
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Individual heterogeneity generates significant variation in demand and thus has large effects
of consumer surplus calculations (Hausman and Newey, 2016). To further investigate the
heterogeneity preference of commuters, we interact trip duration and trip cost with demographic
variables and re-estimate the conditional logit model. Results are shown in table 3.6. Middle age
commuters, when facing long distance travel, are less likely to drive. Household with more than 2
members are more likely than other family to drive. High income household with large family size
are more likely to choose driving as travel mode.
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Table 3. 6 Mode Choice with More Interactions
Model 3
All Data
Coefficient
S.E.

Model 4
Peak Hour Data
Coefficient
S.E.

Bus
Taxi
Train
Trip Duration
Trip Cost
Trip Duration× Age
Trip Duration× Gender
Trip Duration× Household size
Trip cost × Income 1 × Household size

-2.206***
-3.722***
-3.290***
0.000
-0.038
-0.018**
N.A.
0.036***
-0.083

(0.121)
(0.845)
(0.281)
(0.004)
(0.027)
(0.008)
N.A.
(0.007)
(0.070)

-2.200***
-3.761***
-3.493***
-0.002
-0.046
-0.026**
N.A.
0.051***
-0.172*

(0.152)
(0.950)
(0.341)
(0.006)
(0.057)
(0.011)
N.A.
(0.011)
(0.097)

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

-0.148
-0.942***
-1.001***
0.631***
N.A.

(0.129)
(0.143)
(0.208)
(0.204)
N.A.

-0.096
-0.894***
-1.277***
0.952***
N.A.

(0.155)
(0.170)
(0.269)
(0.253)
N.A.

-0.824
1.429
0.262
0.143
N.A.
0.091
0.161
-0.708*
0.560
N.A.

(0.834)
(0.913)
(0.869)
(0.779)
N.A.
(0.347)
(0.320)
(0.367)
(0.366)
N.A.

Variables

×
×
×
×
×

Education
Family income
Household size
Age
Gender

Taxi × Education
Taxi × Family income
Taxi × Household size
Taxi × Age
Taxi × Gender
Train × Education
Train × Family income
Train × Household size
Train × Age
Train × Gender
Observations
pseudo R-square

-0.811
(0.831)
1.283
(0.901)
0.013
(0.830)
0.096
(0.783)
N.A.
N.A.
-0.035
(0.293)
0.136
(0.277)
-0.753**
(0.313)
0.562*
(0.305)
N.A.
N.A.
11389
0.669

8270
0.668

Note: Driving is the comparison group. Age Dummy equals to 1 if age is greater than 30 and
smaller than 50.Gender equals to 1 if commuter is Male. Household size dummy equals to 1
if the household has more than 2 members. Family income dummy equals to 1 i f annual
household income is greater than $80,000.
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Consumer Surplus
To analyze the impacts of the availability of Uber on consumer surplus, we collect bother Uber
data and google data. Assuming consumer’s preference doesn’t change over time, for each OD
pair from NHTS data, we construct the choice set by combining Uber data and google data
according to origin ID, destination ID, trip periods (morning peak hour, afternoon peak hour, and
other time), weekday (or weekend). We have observations of Uber data for one week. Google data
are two months. We thus average google data according to OD pair and travel time and date. It is
noteworthy that commuters in different OD pair might have face different choice set, since some
alternatives are unavailable there. This is taking into account in our calculation.
We calculate consumer’s surplus by comparing surplus in environment with the existence of
Uber and the scenario when Uber is unavailable. Our calculation is conditional on the assumption
that consumer’s preference doesn’t change over time. Let Ψ = {1,2,3,4,5} denotes the travel set
that a commuter faces, where 1 represents driving, 2 represents taking bus, 3 represents Taxi, 4
represents Train, and 5 represents Uber. And we labeled -1 for other travel mode that we call nontravel choice. That the travel choice set and non-travel choice set are connected by a inclusive
value as described in the nested logit model (Train, 2013). The strength of connected is described
by the log-sum coefficient λ.
To calculate the consumer surplus, we need to calibrate two parameters, 𝜙̅−1 representing
the constant expected utility of the nontravel option, λ representing the log-sum coefficient.
Following Small et al.(2006), the calibration of parameters are shown in Table 3.7.
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Table 3. 7 Calibration of Parameters
Item

Value

Constant Utility (𝜙̅−1)

-12.65

Log-sum Coefficient(λ)

-0.36

We take a few steps to get the results of consumer surplus. Frist of all, we calculate the logsum for each particular OD pair with the availability of Uber.
𝐼𝑛1 = 𝑙𝑛 [exp(𝜙̅−1 ) + ∑ exp (𝜆𝑥𝑗𝑛𝛽̂𝑛 )], 𝑗 = {1,2,3,4,5}
𝑗

Where 𝑥𝑗𝑛 a vector of attributes of choice 𝑗 and 𝛽̂𝑛 is the estimated coefficient from the
conditional logit.
Second, we calculate the log-sum for each particular OD pair when Uber is assumed to
unavailable.
𝐼𝑛0 = 𝑙𝑛 [exp(𝜙̅−1 ) + ∑ exp(𝜆𝑥𝑗𝑛𝛽̂𝑛 )], 𝑗 = {1,2,3,4}
𝑗

Third, we calculate the average consumer surplus for the representative consumer.
Δ𝐶𝑆𝑛 = 𝐼𝑛1 − 𝐼𝑛0
We use the following approximation to convert the consumer surplus from utility to monetary units
Δ𝐶𝑆𝑛′ =

1
Δ𝐶𝑆𝑛
𝛼𝑐

Where 𝛼𝑐 is the marginal utility of income measured by taking the derivative of utility with
respected to costs. Alone with Small et al.(2006), 𝛼𝑐 is determined by using Roy’s identity, i.e.,
𝛼𝑐 = −(−2.4042 + 1.3869 ∗ 𝐻𝐼𝐹𝑛 ) where 𝐻𝐼𝐹𝑛 equals to 1 if 𝑛 is from a high income family.
Finally, we also calculate the consumer surplus for each segment of population and the total
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welfare for the entire San Francisco area.

Δ𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑆 = ∑

𝑁𝑖
Δ𝐶𝑆𝑛′
𝛼
𝑖 𝑐

Where 𝑖 is the index of OD pair and 𝑁𝑖 is the population of commuters in OD pair 𝑖.
The results of the impacts of Uber on consumer surplus are show on Table 3.8. The average
consumer surplus that a commuter gains in each trip ranges from 0.76 to 2.85 dollars/person. When
only considering the effects brought by Uber Pool service, consumer surplus is between 1.6 to 5.8
dollars/person. If only considering the impacts caused by UberX service, the values are between
0.9 to 3.6 dollars/person. Generally, Uber Pool Service increases consumer surplus 2 times more
than UberX does. We also consider the consumer surplus in weekday and weekend travelers. It is
interesting that weekend travelers gain more consumer surplus than weekday travelers. Actually,
this is consistent with the theoretical prediction. As shown in Small and Rosen(1981), the choice
probability can be considered as the uncompensated demand on an alternative. Consumer surplus
is equivalent to the utility gains, in monetary units, from an alternative that a commuter chooses
to maximize his/her utility. For a weekday travel, it takes more time and costs in each particular
trip and thus gains less maximized utility. Therefore, the consumer surplus is lower. This also
applies for peak hour commuters. The non-peak hour commuters gain 3-4 times higher consumer
surplus than that of peak hour commuters. One of the most possible reason is the serious traffic
jam during peak hour in San Francisco area.
To investigate the heterogenous effects of segments of population, we calculate the effects of
Uber on people with different income. As show column 1 and column 2 of in Table 3.8, household
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with income greater than $80,000 gain more than 3 times higher consumer surplus than that of
household whose income is lower than $80,000. When considering heterogenous preference, as
shown in column 3 and column 4, this effects are even larger.
Table 3. 8 The Impact of the Availability of Uber on Consumer Surplus

Consumer Surplus
Average(dollars/person)
Weekday
Weekend
Non-peak Hour
Peak Hour
Household Income(> $80,000)
Household Income(<= $80,000)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

0.76
0.68
0.99
1.56
0.46
1.06
0.44

0.79
0.71
1.03
1.64
0.48
1.10
0.46

2.85
2.66
3.34
5.74
1.77
4.33
1.25

1.52
1.43
1.78
2.98
0.98
2.42
0.55

To calculate the overall consumer surplus in monetary units that Uber bring to san Francisco
commuters, we need to know the number of commuters in each OD pair. Unfortunately, this data
in not available in our dataset. We use the census data which shows that there are approximately
265,000 workers travel into the city and about 103,000 head out per day1. Under this context, the
overall consumer surplus that Uber bring to consumer is around $279,680 per day or $100 million
per year.

1

https://www.census.gov/hhes/commuting/files/ACS/top20-commuter-adjusted-population.pdf
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3.5. CONCLUSION
Consumers are better off when more alternatives are available. For Uber, too many attentions
are paid to the impacts of it on the transportation industry. The benefits in brings to consumer are
generally ignored. This paper, combines three special dataset, Uber data, NHTS data and google
map data, investigates how Uber increases consumer’s surplus. We find the unignorable effects of
Uber on consumers, which is around $0.76 to $2.85 per person per trip. Considering huge number
of commuters in metropolitans, the impacts of Uber on consumer are profound. The findings in
this paper help policy-makers to generate better policies by balancing the potential costs and
benefits that Uber brings.
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APPENDIX
A. Supplementary materials for chapter one
In this appendix, we first describe in detail the numerical simulations used to draw the
theoretical insights in the text. We then present results from robustness checks in which a treated
seller is matched to a set of never-in sellers.

Numerical Simulations
Results presented in Figure 1.1 of the text are obtained by varying the value of  while fix
other parameters at their base-line values. When there is no signaling cost, a bad-quality seller tries
to imitate the strategy of good-quality sellers who have the same reputation rating as him. As such,
the best response curve of a bad-quality seller is the diagonal line.20 On the other hand, in the case
of zero signaling cost, a good-quality seller always tries to distinguish himself from bad-quality
sellers by choosing probability 1 to take the signaling action when the strategy of bad-quality
sellers is less than 0.5, and switching the probability to 0 when the strategy of bad-quality sellers
is greater than 0.5. The only signaling equilibrium is the fully pooling equilibrium (0.5, 0.5).
Increase in signaling cost causes a good-quality seller to reduce his switching threshold of
signaling probability between zero and one. In another word, as signaling cost increases, a goodquality seller signals only when the signaling becomes informative. As for a bad-quality seller, the
increase in signaling cost causes the net benefits for him to imitate the strategy of good-quality
sellers to decrease. As such, the slope of the best-response curve of a bad-quality seller increases
with the increase in signaling cost.

20

The best-response curve of a low-type seller (blue line) in (a) of Figure 1.1 is not exactly the same as the 45degree line because of numerical error in simulation.
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Figure 1.1 of the text suggests that we can find     0 and when    ,  , there exists
uniquely a stable partial-pooling equilibrium in which good-quality sellers take the signaling
action with probability 1 and bad-quality sellers mix signaling and not signaling with a probability
wB*  0,0.5 . Moreover, increase in signaling cost shifts the equilibrium to be closer to the fully

separating case. When signaling cost is greater than  , the equilibrium becomes a case of fully
pooling (0, 0).
Results presented in Figure 1.2 of the text are obtained by changing the value of  r 
while fix other parameters at the base-line values. Graph (a) in the Figure is the base case presented
in graph (c) of Figure 1.1 of the text. We compare the base case with cases with both a lower  r 
(graph (b)) and a higher  r  (graph (c) and (d)). A good-quality seller with a larger  r  relies
less on costly signaling to convey information about his type. As we can see in Figure 1.2 of the
text, given a signaling cost, the threshold of a good-quality seller switching signaling probability
between zero and one decreases when  r  increases. On the other hand, a bad-quality seller
with a larger  r  has a stronger incentive to imitate the strategy of good-quality sellers with the
same reputation rating; the best response curve of a bad-quality seller becomes flatter when  r 
increases. The economic intuition for this result is that if a bad-quality seller with a high reputation
rating adopts a different strategy from good-quality sellers with the same reputation rating, buyer
would infer that the high reputation rating of the bad-quality seller is incredible.
Combining the effects of changing  r  on the best responses of both good-quality and badquality sellers, we can conclude that when  r  is small, increase in  r  shifts the signaling
equilibrium from less pooling to more pooling; when  r  is greater than a threshold, there is no
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longer a signaling equilibrium.

21

In our model, product value affects signaling equilibrium through affecting the dependence
of transaction probability on market belief. Results presented in Figure 1.4 of the text are obtained
by re-parameterizing the transaction probability as a constant t  0.30 , which equals the average
transaction probability in the baseline cases when t  0.5 .Given the constant transaction
probability function, we first re-compute the signaling equilibria in the baseline cases presented in
graphs (b) – (d) of Figure 1.1 of the text and the results are presented in graphs (a) – (c) of Figure
1.4 of the text.
As expected, compared with the baseline cases, good-quality sellers rely less on signaling
to convey information when market belief cannot affect transaction probability. The economic
intuition for this result is simple. In current scenario with a constant transaction probability, a costly
signaling taken by a good-quality seller can only boost the initial market belief, which benefits the
seller through increasing current and future prices. However, when an increase in market belief
leads also to a larger transaction probability as in baseline cases, a higher initial market belief can
also benefit a good-quality seller through speeding up the process of revealing his type to the
market (thus shorten the time to sell the products). The change in the transaction probability
function does not affect the best response function of a bad-quality seller very much because a
bad-quality seller cannot benefit from speeding up the process of revealing his type.
In sum, when an increase in market belief cannot facilitate transaction, the difference in
benefits from signaling between a good-quality and a bad-quality seller reduces. As such, a costly
signaling can hardly separate the two types of sellers. As shown by comparing graphs (a) – (c) in

In our numerical experiments, we cannot find signaling equilibrium when  r  is increased to be greater than
0.5.
21
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Figure 1.4 of the text with graphs (b) – (d) in Figure 1.1 of the text, signaling equilibrium no longer
exists when signaling cost is 5 and 10 and only a fully pooling equilibrium (0,0) exists when
signaling cost is 20 if transaction probability does not depend on market belief. Graph (d) of Figure
1.4 of the text shows that a partial pooling equilibrium exists in this scenario only when the
intermediate belief induced by reputation rating assigns a very low probability for sellers to be
high type. This result can be attributed to two mechanisms. First, as demonstrated in Figure A1.1
of the appendix, the expected value-to-go of a good-quality seller E V1H 1  0  is a concave
function of initial market belief  0 . Second, as we argued in previous scenario, a bad-quality
seller has small incentive to imitate the strategy of a good-quality seller when  r  is small.

Results of matching to never-in sellers
The validity of a difference-in-difference estimator rests on the assumption that a seller who
participate in a signaling program (treated seller) and sellers who do not participate (controlled
seller) follow the same time trend. In other words, treated sellers should not fundamentally
different from controlled sellers. Our identification strategy is to match a treated seller of a
signaling program with control sellers who are always in the signaling program in order to control
for unobserved factors which affect the participation decision and the outcome of interest.
Table A1.2 presents the estimated effects of the three signaling programs on participants’sales
and revenue in the market of Nokia using never-in sellers as the control group. The treated sellers
of a signaling program are the same as in the baseline estimations, but the controlled sellers are
changed to those who never participated in the signaling program. Results in Table A1.2 are mostly
consistent with what we have found in Table 1.5 of the text.
Table A1.3 presents the results of two signaling programs, the Authentic Description and the
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30-days Repair Warranty, in the market of Kingston. The findings parallel, and deviate somewhat
from what we have found in Table 1.6 of the text. The parallel result is that the Authentic
Description has negligible effects on Kingston sellers’ sales and revenue. However, the 30-days
Repair Warranty affects significantly sellers’ outcomes.
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Figure A1. 1 Expected value-to-go as a function of initial market belief  0
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Note: Seller’s reputation rating is decided by the summation of customer’s review that equals 1 if
positive, 0 if neural, and -1 if negative. If the total score lies between 4 and 10, the seller’s
reputation rating is 1 heart. Analogous notation applies to other reputation levels. High-reputation
sellers in our analysis are those with at least 5.
Figure A1. 2 Reputation ratings at Taobao
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Table A1. 1 Probit Regression of Seller’s Participating in programs1

Seller’s Credit Level (From 1 to 12)
Age of seller’s Shop (Month)
Dummy: Positive reviews of last week ∈ (𝟎, 𝟗𝟎𝒕𝒉 ]
Dummy: Positive reviews of last week > 𝟗𝟎𝒕𝒉
Dummy: Positive reviews of last month ∈ (𝟎, 𝟗𝟎𝒕𝒉 ]
Dummy: Positive reviews of last month > 𝟗𝟎𝒕𝒉
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Seller’s Location2: Central China
Seller’s Location: Western China
Seller’s Location: Northeast China
Seller’s Location: Hong Kong or Macau
Constant
Observations
Number of Sellers
pseudo R-Sq.

Nokia
Authentic Description
0.139***
(0.009)
-0.009***
(0.001)
0.123***
(0.046)
0.139
(0.091)
0.410***
(0.052)
0.442***
(0.097)
-0.156**
(0.070)
0.003
(0.060)
0.067
(0.134)
-0.499
(0.336)
-3.335***
(0.047)
114,710
9,408
0.138

Donation
0.075***
(0.014)
-0.005***
(0.002)
0.129
(0.089)
0.028
(0.128)
0.175
(0.111)
0.351**
(0.150)
-0.029
(0.120)
0.025
(0.114)
----0.169
(0.230)
-3.773***
(0.091)
191,661
14,566
0.066

Kingston
Authentic Description
0.102***
(0.010)
-0.008***
(0.001)
0.190***
(0.052)
0.330**
(0.131)
0.256***
(0.067)
0.314**
(0.145)
-0.070
(0.067)
0.018
(0.083)
0.077
(0.145)
-----3.213***
(0.057)
80,856
6,191
0.085

Donation
0.069***
(0.024)
-0.014***
(0.004)
0.009
(0.154)
-0.378
(0.246)
0.076
(0.188)
0.388
(0.267)
0.048
(0.141)
---3
-----------3.705***
(0.146)
153,140
11,127
0.039

Note: 1.In these regressions, we discard a seller’s remaining periods’ observation once we observe the seller participates in the signaling program because
those observations are not informative once the decision of participating is made.
2. The baseline case is Eastern Coast. 3. Variables are omitted due to multicollinearity
***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively.

Table A1. 2 The Effects of Signaling Programs on Outcomes of Nokia Sellers Using Never-in Sellers as the Control Group
Number of Treated

Matched Pairs

Revenue

Sale

Authentic Description
Type I: None to Positive

319

1066

High Reputation

147

180

Low Reputation

172

886

60

58

High Reputation

40

38

37.496***
[9.603; 83.045]
72.598***
[11.348; 152.603]
3.554***
[2.21; 4.962]
1.047
[-12.689; 18.093]
23.091*
[2.441; 40.453]

0.197***
[0.056; 0.385]
0.398***
[0.063; 0.832]
0.022***
[0.014; 0.03]
0.004
[-0.084; 0.117]
0.141*
[0.025; 0.286]

30-day Repair Warranty
Type I: None to Positive

113

396

High Reputation

89

338

75

513

High Reputation

64

486

2.628*
[0.211; 4.867]
3.824**
[0.754; 7.038]
65.623
[-0.253; 143.177]
80.275
[-0.189; 177.583]

0.016**
[0.003; 0.026]
0.023*
[0.005; 0.036]
0.374
[-0.059; 0.854]
0.42
[-0.042; 1.002]

Donation
Type I: None to Positive

79

553

Type II: Positive to Positive
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Type II: Positive to Positive

25.003
0.201
[-14.308; 74.887]
[-0.029; 0.475]
High Reputation
57
489
49.32
0.319*
[-5.438; 112.057]
[0.013; 0.675]
Type II: Positive to Positive
38
270
142.072*
1.007
[20.366; 326.084]
[-0.071; 2.053]
High Reputation
34
259
161.888*
0.895*
[41.825; 316.387]
[0.106; 2]
th
th
Note: We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10 percentile and 90 percentile in parentheses. ***, **, * denotes
1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively. Sales are measured in units of product. Revenue is measured in US Dollar.

Table A1. 3 The Effects of Signaling Programs on Outcomes of Kingston Sellers Using
Never-in Sellers as the Control Group
Number of Treated

Matched Pairs

Revenue

Sale

287

1460

0.027

0.001

[-0.241; 0.334]

[-0.06; 0.063]

0.449***

0.096***

[0.219; 0.713]

[0.045; 0.156]

-0.338

-0.065

[-0.645; -0.005]

[-0.163; 0.007]

-0.9

-0.177

[-2.171; 0.091]

[-0.369; 0.025]

-0.951

-0.175

[-2.075; 0.234]

[-0.429; 0.099]

-0.742

-0.121

[-3.087; 0.678]

[-0.603; 0.275]

0.119**

0.025**

[0.028; 0.255]

[0.006; 0.044]

0.171***

0.03***

[0.069; 0.328]

[0.008; 0.058]

1.117**

0.254**

[0.257; 1.849]

[0.11; 0.397]

1.22**

0.243***

[0.41; 1.908]

[0.104; 0.413]

Authentic Description
Type I: None to Positive
High Reputation

149

466

Low Reputation

138

994

Type II: Positive to Positive
High Reputation
Low Reputation

91

173

66

127

25

46

30-day Repair Warranty
Type I: None to Positive
High Reputation
Type II: Positive to Positive
High Reputation

173

1378

131

1189

145

1856

140

1843

Note: Type I are sellers with zero sale in pre-treatment periods and positive sale in post-treatment periods. Type
II are sellers with positive sale in both pre-treatment and post-treatment periods. Low reputation includes sellers
whose credit level is at most 5. High reputation contains sellers whose credit level is greater than 5.
We obtain the results by 200 bootstrap repetitions and report median alone with 10 th percentile and 90th
percentile in parentheses. ***, **, * denotes 1%, 5% and 10% significant level, respectively. Sales are measured
in units of product. Revenue is measured in US Dollar. The average exchange rate in second half 2010 for US
Dollar to Chinese Yuan is 6.7178. Data source is International Monetary Fund.
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B. Supplementary materials for chapter two

Figure A3. 1 Google Map Data
Table A3. 1 Important Variables in Household File
Variable Name
HOUSEID
HHSIZE
LIF_CYC
NUMADLT
WRKCOUNT
HHZIP
CBSACAT
CBSASIZE
HHMETDIV
HHCITYFP
HHCNTYFP
GSTRATUM
DRVRCNT
HHFAMINC
WRKCOUNT
DRVRCNT
Rail
URBAN

Label
HH eight-digit ID number
Count of HH members
Life Cycle for the HH
Count of adult HHMs at least 18 years old
Number of workers in HH
Zipcode of the HH location
CBSA category for the HH home address
CBSA population size for the HH home address
Metro Division FIPS code for HH address
City FIPS code for home address
County FIPS code for home address
Stratum of HH location based on geocoded address
Number of drivers in HH
Derived total HH income
Number of workers in HH
Number of drivers in HH
MSA heavy rail status for HH
Home address in urbanized area
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Table A3. 2 Important Variables in Person File
Variable Name
HOUSEID
PERSONID
PERINDT2
DIFFDATE
JOBCATEG
MCUSED
R_AGE
R_SEX
EDUC
DISTTOSC
DISTTOWK
TIMETOSC
TIMETOWK
SCHTRN1
SCHTRN2
SELF_EMP
WKCNTYA
WKCTFIPS
WKFTPT
WKRMHM
WKSTFIPS
WORKCT
WORKSTAT
WORKZIP
WRKAMPM
WRKHR
WRKMIN

Label
HH eight-digit ID number
Person ID number
Person interview date
Number of days between travel date and interview date
Job category
Times used motorcycle/moped on road in the past month
Respondent Age
Responder gender
Highest grade completed
Distance home to school
One-way distance to workplace
Minutes to get to school
Minutes to go from home to work last week
Mode to school
Mode from school
Self-employed
Work county
City FIPS for work address
Work full or part-time
Has option to work at home
State FIPS code for work address
Work place Census Tract
Workplace address - state
Zipcode of work location
Arrival work -AM/PM
Arrival work - hour
Arrival work - minute
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Table A3. 3 Important variable in Vehicle File
Variable Name
HOUSEID
VEHID
HYBRID
L_MAKE
L_MODEL
L_VYEAR
MAKECODE
MAKENAME
MODLCODE
MODLNAME
OD_DAY
OD_MONTH
OD_YEAR
OD_READ
VEHOWNMO
VEHTYPE
VEHYEAR

Label
HH eight-digit ID number
HH vehicle number used for trip
Hybrid vehicle
Vehicle make name
Vehicle model name
Vehicle model year
Vehicle make code
Vehicle make name
Vehicle model code
Vehicle model name
Day of odometer reading
Month of odometer reading
Year of odometer reading
Odometer reading
How long vehicle owned - Months
Vehicle type
Vehicle year

Table A3. 4 Important variables in Travel Day Trip File
Variable Name
HOUSEID
PERSONID
TDCASEID
PERINDT2
PUBTYPE
TRAVDAY
STRTTIME
TREGRTM
TRIPTIME
TRPACCMP
TRPMILES
WHERE
WHEREOS
WHYFROM

Label
HH eight-digit ID number
Person ID number
Trip number
Person interview date
Mode of public transit used
Travel day - day of week
Trip START time in military
How long to destination from transit - converted to minutes
Entire trip took you
Number of people with you on trip
Trip distance in miles
Travel day trip destination
Travel date trip destination - Other
Trip purpose for previous trip
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Table A3. 5 Important variables in Geographical Information
TDCASEID
HOUSEID
PERSONID
HOMELAT
HOMELONG
TRPENDLA
TRPENDLO
WHERE
WORKLAT
WORKLONG

Trip number
HH eight-digit ID number
Person ID number
Household latitude
Household longitude
Trip end latitude
Trip end longitude
Travel day trip destination
Work latitude
Work longitude

Table A3. 6 The Distribution of Trip Mile
STATS
MIN
P1
P5
P10
P25
P50
P75
P90
P95
P99
MAX
MEAN
SD

TRPMILES
0.11
0.44
1
2
4
8
17
30
41
62
85
12.81
13.36
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Table A3. 7 The Number of Trips in Each Transportation Mode
01 = Car
02 = Van
03 = SUV
04 = Pickup truck
05 = Other truck
06 = RV
07 = Motorcycle
08 = Light electric veh (golf
cart)
09 = Local public transit
10 = Commuter bus
12 = Charter/tour bus
14 = Shuttle bus
15 = Amtrak/inter city train
16 = Commuter train
17 = Subway/elevated train
18 = Street car/trolley
19 = Taxicab

14,671
2,669
4,561
2,108
62
15
81
19
359
43
10
29
7
54
89
19
15

Table A3. 8 Uber Sample Data
Origin GridID Des GridID weekday Period service Travel Duration Distance Fare
4092
4201
1
other UberX
5.43
1.11
6.6
4092
4201
2
PM
UberX
4
0.97
6.55
4092
4201
2
other UberX
6
1.38
7.01
4092
4201
3
other UberX
4.29
1.06
6.55
4092
4201
4
other UberX
7
1.39
7.06
4092
4201
5
PM
UberX
5.56
1.28
6.74
4092
4201
5
other UberX
4.52
1.11
6.59
4092
4201
6
PM
UberX
5.22
1.29
6.98
4092
4201
6
other UberX
5.29
1.26
8.25
4092
4201
7
PM
UberX
8.75
1.8
7.73
4092
4201
7
other UberX
8.82
2.4
8.64
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Table A3. 9 Google Map Sample Data
From Origin
To Destination

From (37.787, -122.397) To (37.758, -122.424)

Mode

Distance
(Mile)

Estimated Total
Traveling
Time(Min)

Estimated
Waiting
Time(Min)

Fee
($)

AUTO

3.4

16

N.A.

Bus

3.4

39

Train
Rail

3.4
3.4

Taxi

3.4

From (37.759, -122.464) To (37.783, -122.419)
Distance
(Mile)

Estimated Total
Traveling
Time(Min)

Estimated
Waiting
Time(Min)

Fee
($)

N.A.

3.8

14

N.A.

N.A.

11

2.25

3.8

58

20

2.25

37
37

12
12

1.95
1.95

3.8
3.8

51
60

20
20

2.25
4.20

16

N.A.

N.A.

3.8

14

N.A.

N.A.
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Note: This table gives two examples of how we generate transportation mode choice information using Google map. The only input is
latitude and longitude of origin and destination.

